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A membrane is a permselective barrier between two phases that facilitates 

separation of components on application of a driving force. This thesis focuses on 

pressure driven membrane separation of solutes from dilute liquid solutions [1]. 

This type of separation can be classified as microfiltration, ultrafiltration, 

nanofiltration or reverse osmosis, depending on size and charge of the solutes to 

be separated. 

After the significant commercial success of reverse osmosis and ultrafiltration, 

membranes with separation characteristics in between these two technologies are 

foreseen to have a promising market [2, 3]. Such membranes are referred to as 

nanofiltration (NF) membranes [1, 4]. Typically, NF involves separation of 

monovalent and divalent salts, or organic solutes with molecular weight in the 

range 200 to 1000 g mol-1 [5]. Although most commercial polymeric NF 

membranes are suitable for treating aqueous streams at pH levels between 2 and 

10, many potential applications in the chemical industry involve much more 

aggressive conditions [2, 5]. A non-exhaustive list of applications includes 

treatment of effluents from the pulp and paper [6] and the textile industry [2], 

separation of hemicellulose from concentrated alkaline process liquors [7], 

purification of acids [8, 9], removal of metals like copper and gold from process 

streams with a high sulfuric acid concentration [10] and the removal of sulfate 

ions from effluents in the mining industry [11]. This thesis focuses on the 

development and performance characterization of stable membranes for these 

harsh applications.  

 

1.1 pH dependent performance 

It has been demonstrated that the feed pH during NF has a prominent effect on 

the separation performance. Mänttäri and coworkers have shown that the solution 

pH alters retention and flux of diverse commercial membranes differently and is 

strongly dependent on charge or chemistry of the polymer network [12]. As per 

their claim, if membranes possess dissociable groups then they demonstrate a 

more open structure in alkaline conditions, leading to a higher flux and a 

consequent lower retention [12]. Meihong and coworkers [13] also observed a 
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similar increase in flux at alkaline pH on their in-house prepared polyamide 

membranes. Further, dissociation of the carboxylic groups at elevated pH 

facilitated improved sodium sulfate removal from concentrated brine solutions of 

the chloralkali industry [13]. On the other hand, Tang et al. [14] and Lianchao et 

al. [15] have reported significant decrease of polyamide membrane flux with 

increasing pH. It is reasoned that as the pH in the feed decreases, amino groups 

on the polyamide membrane surface are changed into RH3N+ or R3HN+, which 

results in either an increase in the hydrophilicity of the membrane [14], or an 

enlarged pore surface [15]. Whereas at elevated pH electrostatic repulsion between 

the negatively charged -COO- group on the membrane surface and OH- in the 

feed solution causes shrinkage of the pores. Furthermore, pH of the feed solution 

affects significantly the fouling potential of the membranes [16, 17]. Polyamide 

membranes show a greater tendency to foul in acidic environments than at higher 

pH conditions [16]. Hwang et al. [17] studied the effect of feed pH during 

filtration of an aqueous mixture containing humic acid and sodium chloride. By 

increasing the pH from 5 to 11 an increase in flux and sodium chloride rejection 

was observed. This increase in flux is attributed to reduced membrane fouling by 

humic acid at high pH. They elaborate that a rise in feed pH could cause an 

enhanced anionic charge on the humic acid molecule. This increased negative 

charge developed on the molecule leads to its higher repulsion from the anionic 

membrane surface due to the Donnan exclusion mechanism, consequently 

reducing its fouling potential. All these studies thereby suggest that apart from 

extensive stability tests at relevant pH, a comprehensive evaluation of membrane 

performance as a function of pH is particularly essential. 

   

1.2 Thin film composite membranes 

Generally a thin film composite (TFC) membrane consists of three layers (Fig. 1).  

The ultra-thin top layer is the actual selective barrier in the composite, and is 

responsible for the molecular selectivity. This top layer is supported by a porous 

sub layer; usually an asymmetric ultrafiltration or microfiltration membrane that 
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provides a sufficiently smooth surface to accommodate a defect free thin top 

layer. The third layer is a non-woven reinforcing fabric that provides for the main 

part of the mechanical strength of the composite structure.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 : Schematic of a thin film composte membrane 

Since their commercial recognition in the 1980’s thin film composite (TFC) 

membranes have dominated most of the nanofiltration / reverse osmosis market.  

TFC membranes offer some key advantages relative to traditional asymmetric 

membranes. In a TFC the specific features of each individual layer can be tailored 

independently to obtain a composite with desirable properties. In contrast, in 

asymmetric membranes consisting of a single material, compromises must be 

made with respect to contradicting demands on materials properties of the dense 

top layer and the porous sub structure. The top layer of a TFC can be chosen 

independently from a vast variety of chemical structures, including crosslinked 

polymeric compositions that can be formed into thin films. The hydrophilicity, 

and thus the flux, and chemical resistance can be tuned independent of the TFC 

sub layers. The ultra-porous sub layer is generally prepared on top of the non-

woven fabric via the phase inversion technique [1]. This sub layer can also be 

tailored independently, aiming at minimum resistance to permeate flow combined 

with enhanced compression resistance.  

In a TFC the top layer is formed by a variety of techniques ranging from simple 

solution casting (spin coating, dip coating and spray coating) to intricate 

polymerizations (interfacial polymerization, in-situ polymerization, plasma 

polymerization and grafting). In this thesis two of the above mentioned methods 

have been utilized to fabricate TFCs: the spin coating technique (chapter 4) and 

    Porous ultrafiltration support 
(20 to 50 μm) 

   

Non-woven backing 
(100 to 200 μm) 

     Top layer (0.1 to 3 μm) 
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the interfacial polymerization technique (chapter 3 and 5). The important 

parameters involved in these two techniques are briefly addressed below. 

 

1.2.1  Spin Coating  

Spin coating is a quick and easy laboratory method to generate thin and 

homogeneous organic films out of solutions. In  brief, an excess amount of 

solution is placed on an ultraporous substrate that is then rotated at high speed. 

The liquid spreads due to centrifugal forces and a uniform liquid layer forms on 

the substrate. Evaporation of solvent results a uniform solid polymer coating. Fig. 

2 is a schematic presentation of a spin coater [18].  

 
Fig. 2 : Schematic of a spin coater 

The quality of the thin coating layer depends mainly on the spinning speed [19], 

solvent evaporation rate [20, 21], viscosity or concentration of the polymer 

solution [22] and the pore and surface characteristics of the support [18]. By 

keeping in mind these physical parameters, a thin polymer film of almost any 

composition can be coated on a suitable support. Spin coating has limited 

application in the field of membrane technology on a commercial scale, due to 

restricted product size, but benefits from the minimal amount of required polymer 

solution. On the laboratorial or research level it allows quick preparation of 

numerous variations, which at a later stage could easily be up-scaled via analogous 

dip-coating technique to facilitate larger membrane areas.  
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1.2.2 Interfacial polymerization 

Although the Interfacial Polymerization (IP) technique involves relatively many 

more intricate parameters compared to spin coating, it is a very popular technique 

to manufacture thin film composite (TFC) membranes [4]. This technique has 

been widely used to fabricate RO and NF membranes [23-37]. An elaborate 

discussion of several developed IP membranes along with the chemistry of the IP 

layers can be found in the exhaustive overview by Peterson [4]. In IP, 

polymerization is carried out between two highly reactive monomers dissolved in 

two immiscible solvents. The two solvents represent two separate phases, in 

contact only at a distinct interface. This allows the reactive monomers present in 

the phases to react only at this distinct interface. The IP process consists of a 

sequence of steps, depicted in Fig. 3. In the first step an ultraporous support is 

pretreated to make it suitable for the IP process. Typically, in this step the wetting 

behavior of the support is adjusted by a surfactant. In the second step the 

substrate is impregnated with one of the solvents, usually the aqueous, containing 

one of the reactants. The impregnated support is then immersed in the second 

phase, containing the second reactant. Since the two phases are immiscible with 

each other an interface is created between them. Given that the two monomers / 

reactants are highly reactive with each other, one of the monomers travels through 

the interface and reacts with the other monomer to form a polymerized product. 

Due to the limited partition coefficient of the reactants in the opposite phase and 

the barrier created at the interface, a very thin polymer layer is formed. Due to the 

very high reactivity of the two monomers the IP layer is generally dense. The 

combination of a thin and dense film potentially allows for a high flux and high 

selectivity in membrane applications. Finally, after allowing a certain reaction time, 

the two phases are drained out from the membrane leaving behind the thin 

selective film on the support. 
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Fig. 3 : Interfacial polymerization process 

There are several parameters which can be varied during fabrication of TFC 

membranes via the IP route, in order to engineer the ultimate membrane 

morphology and performance [4, 30, 35, 38-42]. Researchers have studied many 

parameters such as different monomer types [5, 15, 27, 34, 36, 39, 43-54], viscosity 

of the phases [38], and temperature [40]. The most important parameters relevant 

to this study are discussed below.  

 Aqueous phase reactant: Predominantly, amines are used as the aqueous 

phase reactant. As compared to aliphatic diamines, membranes made from 

aromatic diamines generally  form denser polymer layers, and thus allow 

higher selectivity at the cost of a lower flux [5]. Correspondingly, aromatic 

diamines (e.g., m-phenylene diamine, p-phenylene diamine) are used to 

make dense RO membranes and aliphatic diamines (e.g., piperazine , amine 

substituted piperazines) are used to make NF membranes. The membrane 

performance can be engineered by blending different amines and using 

them together in the aqueous phase [23]. 

 Organic phase reactant: As previously mentioned acyl chlorides are 

usually employed as the monomer in the organic phase. Similar to amines 

in the aqueous phase, different classes or types of acyl chlorides [55] [45] or 

blending [52] strongly influence the membrane performance. 

 Reactant concentration and reaction time: In general high monomer 

concentration [30, 32, 34, 56], high reaction rates [47] and longer 

polymerization times[32, 34, 39] results in thicker layers with higher 

rejections but lower fluxes [49]. 

Immersion in 2nd 
phase (org. phase) 

Support Impregnation with 1st 
phase (aq. Phase) 

 

TFC Pre-treatment 
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 Additives: Many additives are reported to be employed in the IP 

technique. The most important additives used are phase transfer catalysts. 

These do not only increase the polymerization rate by enlarging the contact 

surface between the phases, but also limit the influx of amine into the 

organic phase. The reduced transport rate of amine reduces the film 

thickness [35, 57]. Wettability of the often hydrophobic support is 

enhanced by agents such as Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and Poly 

(ethylene glycol) [34]. Hydrophilicity of the formed IP layer can be 

improved introducing non-polymerizable carboxylic groups [46]. Some 

researchers claim to enhance chemical resistance of the membrane by 

adding additives like hydroquinone in the aqueous phase [58].  

 

1.2.3 Hybrid membranes 

The benefits of using polymeric-inorganic hybrid materials in the field of 

membrane technology have been adequately demonstrated [59-77]. In this field, 

numerous inorganic fillers like zeolite [59, 60, 62], titanium oxide [61], silica [64], 

carbon molecular sieves [65], sodium alginate [66] etc have been employed for the 

fabrication of hybrid thin films, generally classified as mixed matrix membranes. 

Vankelecom and co-workers have successfully fabricated TFC membranes 

consisting of a PDMS selective layer in which inorganic fillers are dispersed, with a 

polyacrlonitrile and polyimide support [67, 68]. These composites have been 

demonstrated as efficient PDMS based solvent resistant nanofiltration membranes 

[59, 67]. Further they have extended the concept to polyimide based NF 

membranes for applications involving aprotic solvents [69]. Studies have also 

demonstrated advantages of incorporating fillers like zeolite [70, 73, 74], titanium 

dioxide [75], silver [72, 76] and silica [71, 77] within the interfacial polymerization 

layer. In these studies inorganic nanoparticles were first dispersed in one of the 

phases and then interfacial polymerization is carried out on an ultraporous 

support similar to the procedure illustrated in section 1.2.2. In all these cases the 

inorganic nanoparticles are primarily inert fillers which do not participate in IP 
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reaction, but are just physically dispersed within the matrix. Consequently the 

problem of leaking via interfacial voids created between the particles and the IP 

layer cannot be ruled out [73, 74] especially at high particle loadings. Thus 

techniques allowing particles to be covalently linked and homogenously 

distributed in the polymer matrix could be beneficial for fabrication of hybrid 

membranes.  

 

1.3 Scope of the thesis 

This thesis focuses on fabrication and performance evaluation of thin film 

composite membranes during nanofiltration with special attention to extreme pH 

applications. 

Chapter 2 presents a new method based on gel permeation chromatography for 

molecular weight cut off analysis of NF membranes as a function of pH.  

Chapter 3 utilizes this method to characterize in-house developed piperazine-

trimesoyl chloride TFC membranes as a function of pH. Donnan steric 

partitioning pore model is used to relate the pH induced performance changes to 

morphological changes in the membrane matrix. Following an investigation of 

optimal fabrication parameters the performance of the developed membranes is 

compared to commercial NF membranes popularly used in the industry currently.  

Chapter 4 explores the applicability of sulfonated poly (ether ether ketone) 

(SPEEK) based TFC membranes during filtration at extreme filtration conditions. 

The optimal fabrication parameters required for obtaining stable membranes is 

discussed. Apart from extensive stability tests the performance of the new 

membranes is compared to commercially available membranes. Additionally a 

technique to crosslink SPEEK to enhance membrane retention is briefly 

addressed.  

In Chapter 5 the technique of IP is exploited for fabrication of novel hybrid 

membranes which contain polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxanes (POSS) as the 

primary building blocks. The concept is illustrated using a water soluble 

quaternary ammonium chloride salt functionalized POSS  as the aqueous phase 

monomer, and trimesoyl chloride as the organic phase monomer. Fourier 
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transform infrared spectrometry and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy are used 

to confirm and analyze the reaction mechanism. Further important fabrication 

parameters and vital reaction conditions are discussed.  
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ABSTRACT 

This work presents a method for molecular weight cut off (MWCO) 

characterization of nanofiltration membranes, in a broad range of acidic and 

alkaline environments. Polyethylene glycols (PEG) have been identified as suitable 

marker molecules with sufficient chemical stability under the harsh conditions of 

interest. PEG molecular weight distributions have been analyzed using gel 

permeation chromatography (GPC). To allow quantitative GPC analysis, a 

protocol is presented to overcome the problem of an overlapping salt peak in the 

GPC elugram. The method is applied to a well-known commercial nanofiltration 

membrane (NF-270, DOW FILMTEC™) in the pH range 2-12. This membrane 

has similar MWCO (~270 g mol-1) and permeance (~10 L m-2 hr-1 bar-1) in acid 

environment and at neutral conditions. At pH=12 a reversible increase was 

observed for the MWCO (~380 g mol-1) and the permeance (~12 L m-2 hr-1 

bar-1). This demonstrates the added value of our method to observe the change 

of MWCO as a function of pH during nanofiltration at the relevant conditions. 
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2.1 Introduction 

Nanofiltration (NF) membranes have separation characteristics between those of 

ultrafiltration  and reverse osmosis membranes [1, 2]. Typically, NF involves 

separation of monovalent and divalent salts, or organic solutes with molecular 

weight in the range 200 to 1000 g mol-1 [3]. At present, most commercial NF 

membranes are known to be suitable for treatment of aqueous streams at pH 

levels between 2 and 10. However, many potential applications in the chemical 

industry involve much more aggressive conditions [3, 4]. Advances in the 

development of stable membranes will aid the use of membranes in such 

applications. An essential requirement in this respect is a general molecular weight 

cut off (MWCO) determination method that enables comparison of membranes 

from different sources [5, 6]. The MWCO corresponds to the molecular weight 

that is rejected 90% by the membrane [1, 7]. Our work in fact focuses on 

developing a method for MWCO characterization during nanofiltration at extreme 

pH conditions.  

The choice of a suitable marker molecule is crucial for such a method. A suitable 

marker molecule should combine the following: sufficient stability and solubility 

in the conditions of interest, uncharged (neutral), and a broad molecular weight 

distribution. Various solute molecules have been proposed as marker. The most 

commonly used are dyes whose concentration can be measured using a UV 

spectrophotometer. Analysis of retention of such a dye is very quick, easy and 

effective [8-11]. Ideally, MWCO analysis based on dyes would involve dyes with 

the same basic units, but differing in the molecular weight. Such dyes will have a 

peak absorbance at a similar wavelength, thus sequential retention measurements 

of dyes with different molecular weight will be required to determine the MWCO. 

Deriving the MWCO from a mixture of dyes with different chemical structure has 

two drawbacks. Firstly, the interaction of each type of dye with the membrane will 

be different due to the different charge, rigidity and shape of the dyes. Since the 

dyes are charged dielectric exclusion effects and interactions with charges on the 

membrane surface would also have to be taken into account. Secondly, it is 
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difficult to find a suitable variety of dyes, with varying molecular weights and 

distinctly separated peak absorption wavelengths [5].  

An alternative is using oligomers, or broadly distributed mixtures thereof, 

combined with gas chromatography [12-14], total organic content analysis [15-18], 

gel permeation chromatography (GPC) [19-27] or high pressure liquid 

chromatography [5, 28]. Polyethylene glycols (PEG) are cheap oligomers that are 

easily available with a molecular weight ranging from 62 g mol-1 (ethylene glycol 

monomer) up to ~40,000 g mol-1. PEGs are inherently neutral molecules soluble 

in water and a wide range of organic solvents. This makes them ideal markers for 

MWCO analysis in aqueous [17, 19, 23-26, 29] as well as organic feeds like 

ethanol, methanol, isopropanol and dimethylformamide [28]. Furthermore, PEGs 

are available in fractions corresponding with the NF range (e.g., PEG 200, 300, 

400, 600, 1000, 1500), each fraction in turn having a broad molecular weight 

distribution [28].  

In this work we present a method to determine the MWCO of membranes in 

acidic and alkaline solutions, using PEG molecules as markers. Others have 

studied the change in PEG retention of membranes before and after exposure to 

acidic and alkaline media [23]. Since it is identified that the structure of 

membranes can change reversibly as a function of pH [30], MWCO analysis 

during membrane filtration at high and low pH is, in our opinion, the most 

appropriate method for membrane characterization. To the best of our 

knowledge, MWCO characterization of membranes during nanofiltration of 

solutions with different pH has not been reported elsewhere. Such a method is 

complicated by the variation in the pH of the samples, leading to different ion 

contents. We demonstrate that GPC can be used for analysis of PEG mixtures 

with different pH, by neutralization of the sample and subsequent appropriate 

matching of the salt content with that of the eluent. 
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2.2 Experimental 

2.2.1 Chemicals and Materials 

Analytical grade sodium nitrate (NaNO3), sodium azide (NaN3) and ethylene 

glycol (EG) and synthesis quality of polyethylene glycol (PEG) with mean 

molecular weights of 200 g mol-1, 600 g mol-1 and 1500 g mol-1 were acquired 

from Merck (Germany). Analytical grade sodium chloride (NaCl) (used for salt 

retention experiments) was acquired from Arcos Organics (Belgium). Analytical 

grade potassium chloride (KCl) for zeta potential measurements was obtained 

from Fluka (Germany).  Standard volumetric solutions of 0.1 M nitric acid 

(HNO3) and sodium hydroxide (NaOH) (used to alter the pH of the solutions) 

were purchased from Fluka (Germany). Ultrapure water from Synergy water 

purification system (Millipore, USA) was used to prepare all solutions. 

The investigated NF membrane NF-270 was kindly provided by DOW 

FILMTEC™ (USA). The membrane has a polyamide skin layer on a 

polysulphone support, and is mechanically supported by a polyester non-woven 

backing. 

2.2.2 Nanofiltration Setup and Filtration Protocol 

Permeation experiments were carried out in a dead-end filtration setup equipped 

with three test cells, each having a hold up capacity of 350 cm3 (Fig. 1). The 

effective membrane surface area in each cell was 13.86 cm2. The membrane was 

supported by a relatively open filter paper (Blue Ribbon 589/3 Ashless 

Quantitative Filter Paper, Schleicher & Schuell, Germany) on top of a porous 

stainless steel disk. The cells were equipped with magnetic bars suspended from 

the top which provided continuous stirring on the membrane surface, in order to 

avoid concentration polarization. The bars were driven with external explosion 

proof magnetic stirrers (Variomag®, H+P Labortechnik GmbH, Germany), which 

were set at a constant rotation of 500 rpm for all experiments. The speed of the 

magnetic stirrers was limited to this value to avoid vortex formation inside the test 
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cells. The test cells were equipped with sampling valves to collect retentate 

samples from close to the membrane surface. 

 

 

Figure 1: Schematic representation of the dead-end permeation setup 

 

All experiments were performed at room temperature (22 ± 2 °C). The following 

protocol was used: three membranes were clamped in the test cells with ethylene-

propylene elastomer o-rings (Eriks B.V., The Netherlands). Helium gas was used 

to apply pressure up to 20 bar. Before each experiment, the setup was rinsed 4 to 

5 times with ultrapure water. Then the feed solution, without any solutes, was 

supplied via the feed reservoir and the membranes were preconditioned for 1 

hour, at the experimental pressure. After pre-conditioning the system was 

depressurized, the solution in the setup was completely removed and fresh feed 

solution, with solutes, was added in the feed reservoir. Filtration was performed 

for 1.5 hours, to reach a stable flux and concurrently avoid a significant change in 

the retentate concentration. Liquid permeated in the first 5 minutes was discarded. 

After 5 minutes a sample of the solution inside each test cell was taken. 

Subsequently, every 15 minutes the collected permeate weight was monitored for 
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each cell. After the filtration experiment, samples of the solutions inside the test 

cells and the collected permeates were analyzed for their compositions. 

From the above analysis the flux was calculated by  

 

 
At

V
J            (1) 

where J is the permeate flux in [L m-2 hr-1], V is the permeate volume [L], A is the 

membrane area in [m2] and t is the permeation time [hr].  

The retention R was calculated from 

R 
c  cpermeate

c
         (2)  

where cpermeate is the permeate concentration and c is the concentration inside the 

test cell. As the filtration was carried out in dead-end mode using a finite volume 

of liquid, the concentration c in the test cell will change in time and a correct 

analysis of the retention will require solving an in-stationary mass balance over the 

test cell. However, in the set-up the (change in) liquid volume in each test cell 

could not be accurately determined as function of time. Consequently, the average 

of the original feed and final retentate composition was considered in the 

calculations.  

 

Salt retention  

Monovalent salt retention of the membrane samples was measured using an 

aqueous solution of 2 g L-1 NaCl.  Compositions of the feed, collected permeate 

and retentate samples were analyzed by measuring the conductivity and 

temperature of the samples using a 340i conductivity meter (WTW, Germany). 

Retention and flux were determined using the above mentioned protocol. 
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Molecular weight cut off 

The membrane MWCO was evaluated at 10 bar, with an aqueous solution 

containing a mixture of PEGs with mean molar masses 200 g mol-1, 600 g mol-1 

and 1500 g mol-1 (each fraction 1 g L-1). These PEG fractions have a broad 

molecular weight distribution [28], and combined form a broad distributed feed 

mixture. Ethylene glycol (EG) (0.2 g L-1) was used as a flow marker (internal 

standard). During MWCO determination the pH of the feed, collected permeate, 

and retentate samples was measured using a 340i pH meter (WTW, Germany). 

Compositions of feed, permeate and retentate were analyzed by gel permeation 

chromatography (GPC).  

 

GPC analyses 

The GPC equipment consisted of two SUPREMA 100 Å columns from PSS 

Polymer Standards Service GmbH (Germany), a HPLC pump from Waters 

(Millipore B.V., The Netherlands) delivering the eluent at 1 ml min-1, and a 

Shodex RI- Detector from Showa Denko GmbH (Germany). The columns were 

calibrated using 16 different PEG standards from the molecular weight of 62 to 

42000 g mol-1 acquired from PSS Polymer Standards Service GmbH (Germany). 

During analysis 100 μL of aqueous samples containing PEGs (feed, permeate or 

retentate) were injected to the GPC system. 

The protocol of adjusting the salt content of the mobile phase and samples at 

different pH is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2. Prior to GPC analyses samples 

were neutralized with appropriate acid or base, containing additional NaNO3 to 

achieve a final salt concentration of 0.05 M. The NaNO3 concentration of the 

mobile phase (eluent) was also adjusted to 0.05 M. To prevent bio fouling inside 

the GPC system NaN3 (0.05 g L-1) was added to both the eluent and the samples. 
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Figure 2: Protocol for modification of GPC samples obtained at different pH. A 

sample of X ml with pH = y is neutralized with X ml of liquid with pH 

= 14 - y. For samples with 1<pH<13 NaNO3 is added to achieve a 

concentration of 0.05 M. 

 

2.2.3 Zeta potential experiments   

For NF-270 membranes the conventional Fairbrother and Mastin procedure of 

accounting for the surface conductance may not be sufficient [31-33]. To avoid 

the need of surface conductivity corrections associated with streaming potential 

measurements, streaming current measurements were performed yielding the true 

zeta potential of the membrane material [33, 34]. These measurements were 

performed using an electrokinetic analyzer SurPASS (Anton Paar, Graz, Austria), 

with an adjustable gap cell. For each experiment 2 samples of 20 mm x 10 mm 

were fixed on sample holders of the adjustable gap cell, with a double sided 

adhesive tape. The cell was sealed using a silicone block, to form a rectangular slit 

channel between the two membrane samples. The height of the rectangular slit 
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was always adjusted to constant value of ~135 μm. Streaming current was 

measured in 5 mM KCl solution at 25 °C with Ag/AgCl electrodes attached very 

close to the rectangular slit formed by the membranes. The pH of the electrolyte 

solution was adjusted with 0.1 M HNO3 and 0.1 M NaOH and four 

measurements for each pH point were conducted alternatively in two flow 

directions, for continuously increasing pressure values (20 mbar to 200 mbar).  

After mounting the samples in the cell, the measurements were always 

commenced from neutral conditions. Fresh samples were used for the two ranges, 

and the experiments were performed in duplicates with virgin samples for each 

range. 

The zeta potential was calculated according to the equation: 

 

s

s

o A

L

dP

dI






         (3) 

 

where ζ is the zeta potential [V], dI/dP is the slope of streaming current versus 

pressure [Ampere/Pa], η is the electrolyte viscosity [Pa.s], ε0  is the vacuum 

permittivity [F/m], ε is the dielectric constant of the electrolyte, Ls is the length of 

the streaming channel [m], and As is the cross section of the streaming channel 

[m2]. 
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2.3 Results 

2.3.1 GPC analysis of PEG solutions at pH=1-13 

a)        
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Figure 3:  Effect of eluent salt content modification. a) GPC elugram after sample 

neutralization using a standard eluent (0.5 g L-1 NaN3). b) GPC 

elugram after neutralization of the sample and ion content 

modification of the eluent (0.5 M NaNO3, 0.05 g L-1 NaN3).  

 

Fig. 3 shows two GPC elugrams of an EG solution at pH=13. The elugram on the 

left was obtained when a neutralized EG solution was injected to the GPC with 

the standard eluent (0.5 g L-1 NaN3) proposed by the manufacturer of the GPC. 
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The elugram shows two peaks, a small peak corresponding to EG and a much 

larger peak corresponding to the NaNO3 salt generated during neutralization of 

the sample. The elugram on the right was obtained when the neutralized EG 

solution was fed to the GPC using the salt-content-adjusted-eluent prepared via 

the procedure described in Fig. 2. In comparison to the Figure on the left, the EG 

peak is similar, whereas the salt peak disappeares. Similar results were obtained for 

various PEG mixtures in the range pH=1-13.  

 

2.3.2 pH stability of PEG marker molecules 
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Figure 4: Stability tests on PEG standards: 3 GPC elugrams of five different PEG 

standards: i) At neutral conditions ii) exposed to 0.1 M NaOH iii) 

exposed to 0.1 M HNO3   

 

Fig. 4 depicts GPC elugrams of three PEG solutions (neutral, exposed for 24 

hours to 0.1 M NaOH and 0.1 M HNO3), after neutralization. To avoid the 

disturbance from the salt peak in the elugram, the earlier mentioned protocol was 

used for the GPC analysis. The elugrams show 5 peaks corresponding to the 

individual PEG fractions. No significant differences are evident for the three 
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mixtures. The 5 peaks show complete overlap and no additional peaks have 

appeared after exposure to NaOH and HNO3. 

 

2.3.3 Membrane performance at neutral pH 

a)         
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Figure 5: a) Permeate flux and b) NaCl retention of the NF-270 membrane (error 

bars indicate standard deviation) 
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Fig. 5 depicts the average flux and retention of an aqueous solution of 2 g L-1 

NaCl for six NF-270 membrane samples. In the entire pressure range applied (7 - 

20 bar) the flux increases linearly with pressure. Up to a flux of 170 L m-2hr-1 the 

salt retention is approximately 40% and no significant dependence on the flux is 

observed. At the highest flux a lower retention is observed, ~30%. The flux and 

retention are in the same range as previously reported data for NF-270 

membranes [35, 36].  

Fig. 6 presents the average PEG retention of the six different NF-270 membrane 

samples. The graph displays the sieve curve of the permeate, and the average sieve curve 

of the feed and the retentate. From the ratio of the sieve curves the retention is 

determined. The retention of the PEG molecules increases with molecular weight and 

reaches an asymptotic value of approximately 99%. The molecular weight corresponding 

to 90% retention (the MWCO) is around 270 g mol-1, which is in excellent agreement 

with the MWCO reported by the manufacturer. 
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Figure 6: PEG-retention curve and MWCO of NF-270 membrane at neutral pH. 
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2.3.4 Membrane performance in the range pH = 2-12 

a)           
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Figure 7: pH dependent a) flux and b) PEG-retention for the NF-270 membrane 

(error bars indicate standard deviation). A: Three retention curves : i) 

pH neutral ii) pH=2 iii) pH neutral, after exposure to acidic and 

alkaline conditions. B: Retention curve at pH=12 
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The flux and PEG retention of NF-270 membranes measured in the range pH = 

2-12. Results are depicted in Fig. 7 and 8. No significant difference is observed for 

the average flux at pH=2 and neutral pH. At pH=12 the average flux is slightly 

higher and a t-test suggests that the difference between the flux values is 

statistically significant. PEG retention data determined at pH=2 and neutral pH 

are almost identical. The corresponding MWCO is around 270 g mol-1. At pH=12 

the MWCO shifts to around 380 g mol-1. The small differences between the 

retention of PEG molecules with higher molecular weight appears to be within 

experimental error. When the conditions were reverted back to neutral conditions 

the changes in flux and as well as the retentions were found to be reversible.  
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Figure 8: Permeate comparison. A: Permeate sample from: i) pH neutral ii) pH=2 

iii) pH neutral after exposure to acidic and alkaline conditions. B: 

Permeate at pH=12 
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2.3.5 Zeta potential 

Fig. 9 shows the zeta potential of an NF-270 membrane as function of pH. The 

membrane has an isoelectric point at approximately pH=3.2, which is in 

agreement with previously reported data [35]. 
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Figure 9: Zeta potential versus pH for the NF-270 membrane 

 

2.4 Discussion 

2.4.1 GPC analysis of PEG solutions at pH=1-13 

MWCO study as function of pH does not allow standard GPC analysis. Samples 

need to be neutralized, upon which salt is generated. The amount of salt generated 

depends on the initial pH of the sample. For example, for a solution with pH=1 

the final salt concentration after neutralization is 0.05 M.  

 

(0.05M)          (0.1M)     (0.1M)

OH  NaNO NaOH  HNO 233 
       (4) 
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In the GPC a difference in salt concentration between sample and mobile phase 

will be detected by the refractive index detector, resulting in an additional (salt) 

peak in the elugram. In Fig. 3 the location of the salt peak is in the range 200 – 

400 g mol-1, coinciding with typical nanofiltration MWCO values, and the 

magnitude of the salt peak is large as compared to the peaks of the oligomers. 

This problem is circumvented by adjusting the mobile phase to contain the same 

NaNO3 content as in the sample after neutralization. The maximum NaNO3 

content in the mobile phase is determined by the limits of the pH range of 

interest, here pH=1-13. For a pH value in between these limits the salt 

concentration after neutralization will be less, and additional salt has to be added. 

For instance, for filtration at pH=2, neutralization is carried out with a pH=12 

solution, thereby generating 0.005 M salt. Additional salt has to be added to 

achieve a concentration of 0.05 M. Neutralization for other pH conditions was 

achieved in a similar manner. If the limits had been chosen to be pH=0-14 the salt 

concentration in the samples and mobile phase would be 0.5M NaNO3 (42.5 g L-

1). It should be noted that such high concentrations can cause problems like 

precipitation within the capillaries of the GPC system. 

 

2.4.2 pH stability of PEG marker molecules 

The pH stability of PEG molecules follows from a comparison of the elugrams of 

PEG solutions before and after exposure to harsh conditions. Fig. 4 shows that 

the corresponding elugrams are almost perfectly overlapping each other, 

suggesting no degradation of PEGs in acidic or alkaline environments. Small 

differences are observed at higher molecular weights. These differences are 

suspected to result from concentration differences of PEGs in the solutions and 

not due to any degradation. This is supported by the fact that degradation would 

result in additional peaks of lower molecular weight fractions. 
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2.4.3 Membrane performance at neutral pH 

Fig. 5a demonstrates a linear increase of flux with applied pressure, indicating no 

compaction effects on the membrane up to a pressure of 20 bar. However a 

reduced NaCl retention at 20 bar pressure (Fig. 5b) suggests significant 

concentration polarization effects in the measuring cell. MWCO analyses 

performed under neutral conditions, at a pressure of 10 bar, reveal a cut-off 

around 270 g mol-1 (Fig. 6). The difference in the MWCO value observed with 

different samples is statistically insignificant. 

 

2.4.4 Membrane performance in the range pH = 2-12 

The data for flux and retention in Fig. 7 and 8 suggest that the structure of NF-

270 membranes becomes more open in alkaline environments as compared to 

acidic and neutral conditions. The reversibility of this trend indicates that no 

irreversible degradation of the membrane occurs. For NF-270 Mänttäri et al. also 

observed a decrease in glucose retention in alkaline conditions [30]. The 

reversibility of the change in membrane performance as a function of pH clearly 

highlights the importance of MWCO analysis over the entire pH range of interest. 

Several factors might have contributed to the reversible change in membrane 

performance in alkaline conditions. Previous studies have shown that the presence 

of ions can affect the retention of uncharged molecules [37]. Studies have 

correlated such changes in performance to the membrane charge density at 

different pH conditions [30, 38]. These studies [30, 37, 38] can explain the PEG 

retention results we have obtained with our characterization method for NF-270 

qualitatively. At pH=12 and pH=7 the surface of NF-270 is strongly charged (see 

Fig. 9). Since the ion concentration in the solution at pH=12 is considerably 

higher than that at pH=7 a lower retention for PEG is expected at pH=12 on the 

basis of Bargeman et al. [37]. For the solution at pH=2 the ion concentration in 

the liquid is the same as for the solution at pH=12. However, the zeta potential 

for NF270 at pH=2 is close to zero, whereas that at pH=12 is strongly negative 

(around -70 mV). Therefore, on the basis of [30, 38] it is expected that the 
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presence of the ions does not affect the retention of the neutral PEG to a large 

extent for the solution at pH=2, whereas for the solution at pH=12 the strongly 

negative membrane charge in combination with the presence of ions in the 

solution has a significant effect on PEG retention. However, quantitative 

prediction of the effects cannot be made on the basis of [30, 37, 38].    

A more detailed analysis of the underlying phenomena causing the changes in 

performance at different pH is beyond the scope of this paper. The goal of this 

work is to present a method that allows observation of changes in transport of 

neutral molecules during filtration at different pH conditions. The method we 

present allows capturing reversible changes, which would not have been evident 

from performance characterization before and after exposure to the pH 

conditions of interest. 
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2.5 Conclusion 

In this work a method is presented that allows a MWCO analysis of membranes 

as a function of pH during nanofiltration at different pH conditions. The method 

is based on the retention analysis of PEG molecules at the relevant pH values, as 

opposed to analysis after exposure to these pH conditions. Compositions of 

permeate, feed and retentate are analyzed by GPC. It is shown that appropriate 

modification of the ion content of the samples obtained at various pH is crucial 

for proper GPC analysis.  

For an NF-270 membrane it is shown that performance changes reversibly at 

alkaline conditions, as compared to acidic and neutral conditions. The flux and 

MWCO display an increase at pH=12, which is reversed if the conditions are 

reverted back to neutral conditions. Since the observed trend is reversible, the 

change in MWCO is not due to any degradation of the membrane material. 

Quantitative prediction of the change in MWCO with pH cannot be easily derived 

from membrane surface characteristics and various other phenomena may have 

attributed to the change in performance, signifying the importance of MWCO 

measurements during membrane filtration at these conditions. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this study the effect of pH on the performance of thin film composite (TFC) 

nanofiltration (NF) membranes has been investigated at the relevant pH 

conditions, in the range of pH=1-13. TFC polyamide NF membranes have been 

fabricated on a polyacrylonitrile support via interfacial polymerization between 

piperazine in an aqueous phase and trimesoyl chloride in an organic phase. 

Membrane characterization has revealed that the produced membranes show a 

NaCl retention similar to NF-270 and Desal-5DK, a permeance in between those 

of NF-270 and Desal-5DK, and a slightly higher iso-electric point than NF-270 

and Desal-5DK. The molecular weight cut-off of the membranes appeared to be 

practically constant in acidic and neutral conditions. At extremely alkaline 

conditions (pH>11) an increase in molecular weight cut-off and a reduction in 

membrane flux has been observed. According to the Donnan steric partitioning 

pore model (DSPM) the change in performance in alkaline conditions originates 

from a larger effective average pore size and a larger effective membrane thickness 

as compared to the other pH conditions. 
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3.1 Introduction 

Thin film composite (TFC) membranes prepared via interfacial polymerization 

(IP) have often been used for nanofiltration (NF) due to their superior permeation 

performance [1]. Although most commercial TFC NF membranes are suitable for 

treating aqueous streams at pH levels between 2 and 10, many potential 

applications in the chemical industry involve much more aggressive conditions [2, 

3]. Advances in development of stable membranes and their performance 

characterization in these harsh applications will therefore expand the application 

window of such membranes in commercial processes.  

Several recipes to fabricate polyamide (PA) TFC membranes via IP have been 

published in literature [2, 4-8]. Many commercial NF membrane manufacturers 

seem to favor poly (piperazine-amide) based recipes [2, 3, 9], probably due to a 

superior chlorine resistance of these membranes [4]. Materials like polysulfone [10, 

11], polyacrylonitrile [12, 13], polyethersulfone [14], polypropylene[15], 

poly(tetrafluoroethylene) [16] have been reported as support membranes for the 

IP process. Little is known about the performance of these membranes at extreme 

pH conditions. 

In this work composite nanofiltration membranes have been fabricated using an 

aliphatic amine piperazine (PIP) and acyl chloride trimesoyl (TMC) chloride with a 

controlled fabrication technique. Ultrafiltration polyacrylonitrile (PAN) 

membranes (type HV3), supplied by GKSS-Forschungszentrum Geesthacht 

GmbH (Germany), which have been reported to encompass reasonable chemical 

stability [17], have been used as support membranes for the IP process. The 

performance of the membranes has been evaluated in a pH range from 1 – 13, 

using polyethylene glycol (PEG) [18] and glucose molecules, using a batch 

filtration setup. The performance has been compared to the performance of 

commercial nanofiltration membranes at neutral pH.  

Changes in the performance of the membranes have been related to structural 

changes using the Donnan Steric Partitioning Pore Model (DSPM) developed by 

Bowen and coworkers [19, 20]. This model is based on the extended Nernst-Plank 
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equation, and has often been used to characterize commercial NF membranes [21-

26]. Other researchers have also successfully characterized PA TFC membranes 

using the DSPM [27-29].  Ahmad et al. have used the model to analyze the effect 

of the fabrication parameters of PA TFC membranes prepared via the IP route 

[30-32]. However, the effect of feed pH on the membrane performance is rarely 

studied. Labbez and coworkers have studied the effect of pH on the volume 

charge of a ceramic titania membrane, which encompasses a fixed pore radius 

[33]. Mänttäri and coworkers have reported the effect of pH on the filtration 

performance of commercial nanofiltration membranes using a mixture of glucose 

and NaCl [34]. Kaya [35] and Nanda [36] have studied the change in the fouling 

potential of commercial membranes with a change in the feed pH. The present 

work analyses the retention of uncharged molecules for IP membranes on PAN 

support in the absence of salt in a range of feed pH. The absence of salt limits the 

disturbance in retention of an uncharged molecule due to the presence of charged 

species in the feed [37] mixture. DSPM has been used to determine the effective 

pore radius and the effective thickness/porosity ratio of a PA TFC membrane 

prepared via the IP route as function of pH.  

 

3.2 Theoretical background: Donnan Steric 

Partitioning Pore Model  

The Donnan Steric Partitioning Pore Model (DSPM) developed by W.R. Bowen 

and coworkers [19, 25] has been used to illustrate the effect of pH on the 

membrane characteristics. The model assumes the membrane is porous consisting 

of identical pores of radius rp and there are no coupling effects between the solute 

and the solvent.  

The model is based on the following extended Nernst-Planck equation which 

gives the flux of the solute i (ji) resulting from transport due to diffusion, electrical 

and convection forces:  


ici

piiii
pii cK

dx

d
F

RT

Dcz

dx

dc
Dj ,

,
,        (1) 
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where 

 ,,, idipi DKD          (2) 

For uncharged solutes like glucose and PEGs the transport is governed purely by 

diffusive and convective flows inside the membrane thereby reducing the above 

mentioned Nernst-Planck equation to  

ici
i

pii cK
dx

dc
Dj ,,          (3) 

Ki,d and Ki,c, which are functions of the ratio of solute to pore radius (λ), account 

for the hindrance due to diffusion and convection respectively. Ki,d and Ki,c can be 

related to the hydrodynamic coefficients K-1 (enhanced drag) and G (lag 

coefficient) according to the following equations [19, 30]: 

K 1(,0)  1.0  2.3 1.1542  0.2243      (4) 

G(,0)  1.0  0.054  0.9882  0.4413      (5) 

where 

p

s

r

r
           (6) 

rs represents the solute radius in [m] and rp the effective pore radius of the 

membrane in [m]. For a homogeneous solute velocity through the membrane Ki,d 

and Ki,c follow from 

Ki,d  K 1(,0)          (7) 

Ki,c  G(,0)          (8) 

When the solute velocity has a parabolic profile of the Hagen-Poiseuille type, the 

hindrance factors become 

Ki,d  K 1(,0)          (9) 

Ki,c  (2  ) G(,0)                   (10) 

Equation 3 can be expressed in terms of real rejection of the solute by the 

membrane as: 
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For purely steric interactions between the neutral solute and the membrane pore 

walls, Ф can be written in terms of λ according to: 

 2)1(                     (12) 

Pem the Peclet number is defined as: 

kidi

ci
m A

x

DK

JK
Pe




,,

,                   (13)

  

where J is the permeate flux in [m3m-2s-1], Di,∞ is the bulk diffusivity in [m2s-1] and 

Δx/Ak is the ratio between the effective thickness and porosity [m]. 

The ratio of the pure water flux Jw and the pressure drop across the membrane 

(ΔP) are related to membrane and solvent characteristics by the Hagen-Poiseuille 

equation:  

 
)/(8

2

k

pw

Ax

r

P

J




 
                  (14) 

where Jw/ΔP is the pure water permeance in [ms-1kPa-1] and μ is dynamic viscosity 

of the solution in [kPas].  

In the limiting case of Pem → ∞, the limiting rejection, derived from equation 11 is 

expressed as:  

   ciKR ,lim 1                   (15) 

rp was determined from the full range rejection data by solving equations 4-14 to 

obtain the best fit to the J - Rreal curves of permeation experiments with neutral 

molecules (glucose and PEGs). rp was also determined from the limiting rejection 

data using equation 15. In both cases Δx/Ak was calculated from the Hagen-

Poiseuille equation (equation 14).  
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3.3 Experimental 

3.3.1 Chemicals and materials 

Piperazine (PIP, 99% purity) and trimesoyl chloride (TMC, 98% purity) acquired 

from Sigma Aldrich (Germany) were used as received without further purification 

and synthesis grade Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) was acquired from Merck 

(Germany). Analytical grade sodium nitrate (NaNO3), sodium azide (NaN3) and 

ethylene glycol (EG) and synthesis quality polyethylene glycol (PEG) with mean 

molecular weights of 200 g mol-1, 600 g mol-1 and 1500 g mol-1 were acquired 

from Merck (Germany). Analytical grade sodium chloride (NaCl) (used for salt 

retention experiments) was acquired from Arcos Organics (Belgium). Analytical 

grade potassium chloride (KCl) for zeta potential measurements was obtained 

from Fluka (Germany). Cell culture tested glucose (≥99.5) acquired from Sigma 

Aldrich (Germany), was used in glucose retention experiments. Standard 

volumetric solutions of 0.1 M nitric acid (HNO3), hydrochloric acid (HCl) and 

sodium hydroxide (NaOH) (used to alter the pH of the solutions) were purchased 

from Fluka (Germany). Ultrapure water from a Synergy water purification system 

(Millipore, USA) was used to prepare all solutions. 

 

3.3.2 Membranes 

Ultrafiltration polyacrylonitrile (PAN) membranes (type HV3) were generously 

supplied by GKSS-Forschungszentrum Geesthacht GmbH (Germany). The PAN 

HV3 membranes, supported on a polyester nonwoven encompass a molecular 

weight cut-off (MWCO) of 30 kg mol-1 and were used as support membranes for 

interfacial polymerization (IP).   
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Figure 1: Schematic of composite membrane fabtication setup 

 

Thin film composite (TFC) polyamide membranes were prepared by the IP 

technique using the setup illustrated in Fig. 1.  The PAN HV3 membrane 

supported by an additional nonwoven was first glued on the perforated aluminum 

plate by means of a double sided tape Tesa 4965 (Tesa BV, The Netherlands). The 

plate was then connected to a vacuum pump immersed in an aqueous SDS 

solution (0.05 wt %) for 10 minutes. The trans-membrane pressure was kept 

constant to 0.5 bar during the entire process. This pretreatment step is to increase 

the wettability properties of the support membrane. The membrane (with the 

plate) was then removed from the SDS bath and allowed to drain for 2 minutes. 

Subsequently, the membrane was impregnated with an aqueous solution of 1 wt% 

PIP. The aqueous phase was sucked through the membrane for around 10 

minutes. The vacuum across the membrane was then released and the excess 

aqueous phase was allowed to drain out. In the final step the membrane was 

immersed in an organic solution of 0.05 wt% TMC in hexane for a certain time. 

Almost immediately the amine reacted with the acyl halide and a thin polyamide 

film was formed on top of the support according to the well known reaction 

shown in Fig. 2. 
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Figure 2: Schematic showing Interfacial polymerization reaction between 

piperazine and trimesoylchloride 

 

In the last step the membrane was cut from the perforated plate and dried in a 

nitrogen box at room temperature for at least 24 hours. Defect free TFC 

membrane sheets up to A4 size could be prepared reproducibly via this technique. 

The concentration of the monomer solutions were fixed to 1 wt% PIP in water 

and 0.05 wt% TMC in hexane according to a previous study [13]. Other 

parameters of the fabrication protocol (reaction time, drying time, vacuum etc…) 

were optimized to achieve a very thin IP layer in the range of those found for 

commercial IP membranes. The developed membranes are coded TFC IP-UT. 

The performance of the fabricated membranes was compared with commercial 

nanofiltration membranes: NF-270 (Dow-Film Tech, USA), Desal-5 DK (GE 

Osmonics-Desalogics Membrane Supplies GmbH, Germany) and MPF-34 (Koch 

Membrane Systems, United Kingdom). Desal-5 DK is believed to be a poly 

(piperazine-amide) based interfacial polymerization membrane on a polysulfone 

support layer and two proprietary layers backed by a polyester support [2].  NF-

270 is a semi aromatic piperazine based polyamide composite membrane on a 

poly-sulfone support, mechanically supported by a polyester non-woven backing 

[9].   
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3.3.3 Surface Characterization 

Scanning electron microscopy 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were taken using LEO-1550 

Schottky field emission scanning electron microscope (Carl–Zeiss, Germany). 

Virgin membrane samples were examined for their top surface and cross section 

morphology, without any sputtering. 

 

Zeta potential 

To avoid the need of surface conductivity corrections associated with streaming 

potential measurements, streaming current measurements were performed yielding 

the true zeta potential of the membrane material [38]. These measurements were 

performed using an electrokinetic analyzer SurPASS (Anton Paar, Graz, Austria), 

using an adjustable gap cell with a procedure described elsewhere [18]. For each 

experiment 2 samples of 20 mm x 10 mm were used and streaming current was 

measured in a 5 mM KCl solution at 25 °C with Ag/AgCl electrodes attached very 

close to the rectangular slit formed by the membranes. The pH of the electrolyte 

solution was adjusted through addition of a 0.1 M HNO3 or 0.1 M NaOH 

solution and all measurements were performed in duplicate. 

The zeta potential was calculated according to the equation: 

s

s

o A

L

dP

dI








                 (16) 

where ζ is the zeta potential [V], dI/dP is the slope of streaming current versus 

pressure [Ampere Pa-1], η is the electrolyte dynamic viscosity [Pa s], ε0 is the 

vacuum permittivity [F m-1], ε is the dielectric constant of the electrolyte, Ls is the 

length of the streaming channel [m], and As is the cross section area of the 

streaming channel [m2]. The zeta potentials of the PAN support and NF-270 were 

measured on virgin samples without any pretreatment steps. Desal 5-DK was 
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delivered with a preservative which was removed by clean water permeation at 15-

20 bars for around 2 hours, after which the zeta potential curve of the native 

membranes was determined. The developed membranes and MPF-34 were soaked 

in ultrapure water for 2 to 3 hours before measuring its zeta potential to rinse left 

over monomers off the membrane surface.   

 

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy 

The chemical structures of the membranes were analyzed by Fourier Transform 

Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) using an ALPHA FT-IR Spectrometer (Bruker 

Optics Inc, Germany). The measurements were performed using an Attenuated 

Total Reflectance (ATR) attachment. Dry and clean membrane samples were 

pressed on the crystal, without any further sample preparation.   

 

3.3.4 Permeation experiments 

Permeation experiments at different trans-membrane pressures (ranging from 7 to 

30 bar) were performed at room temperature in a dead-end filtration setup with a 

protocol described in our previous work [18].  In brief, the setup was equipped 

with magnetic stirrers of radius 18.5 mm, which were set at constant rotation of 

500 rpm and the effective membrane surface area was 13.86 cm2. Before every 

experiment the membranes were pre-conditioned with the feed solution for 1 

hour and all measurements were performed on at least three different membrane 

samples to ensure reproducibility (all error bars represent standard deviation from 

the mean). 

The permeate flux was calculated by:  

 
At

V
J                     (17) 

where J is the permeate flux in [m3 m-2 s-1], V is the permeate volume [m3], A is 

the membrane area in [m2] and t is the permeation time [s].  
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The observed retention Robs was calculated from 

b

permeateb
obs c

cc
R


                   (18)  

where cpermeate is the average permeate concentration and cb is the average bulk 

concentration inside the test cell over the total permeation time t, measured as 

described in our previous work [18].  

For a stirred cell configuration Rreal can be calculated from Robs by variation of the 

stirrer speed at different applied pressures using the following relation [19, 20]. 
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               (19) 

k’ can be determined by the slope of the plot of ln[(1-Robs)/ Robs] v/s J/ω0.567 where 

ω is the stirring speed. Another empirical equation has been often used for 

calculating the k’ for a stirred cell configuration [19, 21, 28, 30]  

r

D

D

r
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33.0567.02

23.0'



                (20) 

where r is stirrer radius in [m], D∞ is the diffusivity of the solute in [m2 s-1] and υ is 

the kinematic viscosity of the solution in [m2 s-1]. Table 1 lists the properties of 

neutral solutes used in this study.  

 

Table 1: Diffusivity and stokes radius of neutral molecules 

 Glucose [19] PEG 200 [39] PEG 600 [39] PEG 1500 [39] 

D∞ [m2 s-1] 0.69x10-9 0.653 x10-9 0.475x10-9 0.283x10-9 

rs [nm] 0.365  0.43 0.58 0.98 

 

Salt retention  

Mono-valent salt retention of the membranes was measured using an aqueous 

solution of 2 g L-1 NaCl.  Compositions of the feed, collected permeate and 
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retentate samples were analyzed by measuring the conductivity and temperature of 

the samples using a 340i conductivity meter (WTW, Germany). 

 

Glucose retention  

During retention experiments using glucose the compositions of the feed, 

permeate and retentate was analyzed by the Johnson & Johnson Vitros DT60 II 

Chemistry System. 10 μL of the samples are pipetted on fresh GLU DT slides 

which contain a certain enzyme. The enzyme oxidizes the glucose in the chemistry 

system and its concentration in the samples is determined by reflectance 

photometry. 

  

Molecular weight cut-off 

The MWCO of the membranes was evaluated with an aqueous solution 

containing a mixture of PEGs with mean molar masses 200 g mol-1, 600 g mol-1 

and 1500 g mol-1 (each fraction 1 g L-1). 0.2 g L-1 Ethylene glycol (EG) was used as 

a flow marker (internal standard). During MWCO determination the pH of the 

feed, collected permeate, and retentate samples was measured using a 340i pH 

meter (WTW, Germany). Compositions of feed, permeate and retentate were 

analyzed by gel permeation chromatography (GPC) and the MWCO was 

determined using the protocol developed in our previous work [18]. The NaNO3 

concentration of the mobile phase (eluent) of the GPC and the samples was 

adjusted to 0.05 M. To prevent bio fouling inside the GPC system NaN3 (0.05 g 

L-1) was added to both the eluent and the samples. 
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3.4 Results and Discussions 

3.4.1 Membrane characterization  

a)          

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 b) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Effect of fabrication parameters on a) Membrane flux and b) NaCl 

retention of TFC IP-UT membranes 

 

Fig. 3 shows the effect of two parameters of membrane fabrication that were 

found to have a crucial effect on membrane performance: the reaction time and 
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removal procedure of the excess aqueous phase solution. A higher reaction time 

generally leads to a thicker IP layer and consequently a reduced flux [31, 40, 41], as 

is indeed observed from Fig. 3a. The procedure for removal of excess aqueous 

phase after impregnation of the support, affects the magnitude and reproducibility 

of the flux. When a rubber roller is used for removal of excess water [12, 42-45] 

the flux shows a non-linear dependence on the transmembrane pressure, with a 

significant standard deviation from the mean value. The decreasing slope of the 

curve is indicative of an inhomogeneous membrane structure or membrane 

compaction. When the excess aqueous phase is removed via drying in air for 1 

hour, instead of using a rubber roller, a linear relation between flux and pressure is 

observed, with smaller standard deviation from the mean. This indicates that air 

drying allows for a more reproducible fabrication method, yielding membranes 

that do not show significant compaction effects in the applied pressure range. The 

corresponding mono-valent salt (NaCl) retention as a function of membrane flux 

and fabrication parameters is illustrated Fig. 3b. When the flux exceeds 3 x 10-5 m 

s-1 the retention is not significantly dependent on the value of the flux. This 

indicates that the dominant transport mechanism is convective flow, and 

concentration polarization effects are not pronounced.  Membranes prepared via 

the air drying technique show a higher retention as compared to membranes 

prepared with the use of a rubber roller. Consequently, all subsequent membranes 

samples were prepared using a 10 seconds reaction time and air drying to remove 

excess aqueous phase, and are coded as TFC IP-UT.  

Fig. 4 shows the SEM image of the ultra-filtration PAN support (pore size 13-18 

nm)  and the developed IP membrane (TFC IP-UT) with a uniform top layer 

thickness of around 80-100 nm.  

The polyamide layer thickness of the developed membranes is comparable to NF-

270 (~90 nm) and Desal-5-DK (~120 nm) (SEM images not shown). 
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a)          
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Figure 4: Scanning electron microscopy images of a) PAN support b) TFC IP-UT 

membrane 
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Figure 5: Fourier transform infrared spectrocopy (FTIR) of PAN support and 

TFC IP-UT membranes  

 

The presence of the polyamide IP layer is evident from the FTIR bands (Fig. 5). 

The solid line represents the virgin support and the dotted line represents the TFC 

IP-UT membrane. An intense peak at 2240 cm-1, representing the nitrile group (-

C≡N) of the PAN support, can be seen for both the support and the TFC IP 

membrane. The band at 1450 cm-1 represents CH2 peaks from the PAN as well as 

the polyamide layer. The TFC membranes have a distinct peak at 1630 cm-1 which 

represents the primary amide bond formed by the IP process.  

TFC IP-UT membranes up to A4 size sheets were prepared successfully via the 

aforementioned protocol. Similar IP layer thickness and permeation performance 

was observed for all membranes sizes, illustrating the robustness of our 

fabrication technique.  
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a)           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Permeation performance of TFC IP-UT in relation to commercial 

membranes 

Fig. 6 compares the permeation performance of the developed TFC membranes 

(TFC IP-UT) and commercial nanofiltration membranes for permeation of a 2g L-

1 NaCl solution at different trans-membrane pressures. The permeance and NaCl 

retention for commercial membranes are in close agreement with previously 

reported data on these membranes [46, 47]. The permeance of the TFC IP-UT 

membrane is in the range of commercial nanofiltration membranes. The 

developed membranes show similar NaCl retention as compared to commercial 
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poly (piperazine amide) based nanofiltration membranes (NF-270 and Desal 5-

DK). Furthermore, for all membranes, at relatively low flux the NaCl retention 

increases with increasing flux since the transport of NaCl and water are most likely 

dominated by diffusion at these low flux values. When the flux increases (as a 

consequence of increasing operating pressure) the contribution of convective 

transport increases. Thus, the water transport is increased while NaCl transport is 

hindered by the size exclusion and Donnan exclusion effect, leading to higher 

NaCl retention. For the highest fluxes obtained concentration polarization is likely 

to occur resulting in a drop in NaCl retention at very high flux. MPF-34, which is 

composed of unknown proprietary polymeric layers, shows much higher NaCl 

retention, but much lower flux than the other commercially available membranes. 

Corresponding to the low flux values observed in the applied pressure range, the 

transport in MPF-34 is most likely diffusion dominated.  
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Figure 7: Zeta potential curves via streaming current measurements of the PAN 

support, TFC IP-UT and commercial membranes 
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 Fig. 7 illustrates the charge characteristics of the unmodified PAN support, the 

developed and commercial membranes. PAN support has a negative zeta potential 

in the entire pH range although the membrane has no charged groups. This is a 

typical phenomenon observed for PAN membranes attributed to the specific 

adsorption of electrolyte anions onto the surface [48-51].  The TFC IP-UT 

membranes have an iso-electric point (IEP) of around 4.2 and have a surface 

charge which is characteristic for a PIP-TMC membrane [45]. It has been reported 

that the outer surface of the thin polyamide layer is richer in carboxylic groups as 

compared to the rest of the layer, which is richer in amine groups [52, 53]. Since in 

zeta-potential measurements predominantly the carboxylic rich outer surface is 

probed, the membranes exhibit a much smaller positive charge at lower pH than a 

negative charge at higher pH (due to de-protonation of the carboxylic acid groups 

at high pH). Although the membrane charge characteristics have been determined 

by streaming current measurements, the IEPs of the commercial membranes 

(IEP=3.2 for NF-270, IEP=3.9 for Desal-5DK and IEP=4.5 for MPF-34) 

compare well with previously reported data via conventional streaming potential 

techniques [9, 54].  

 

3.4.2 Permeation experiments using glucose 

Fig. 8 shows the effect of pH on flux and glucose retention for the TFC IP-UT 

membranes. The pH of the feed was adjusted using HCl or NaOH solutions for 

the acidic and alkaline ranges respectively. The flux through the membranes 

measured at different trans-membrane pressures is independent of pH (within the 

limits of experimental error) in the acidic to neutral range (Figure 8a). However, in 

the alkaline region membrane flux appears to decrease with increasing pH. A 

similar trend is observed for glucose retention, which at pH=11 was lower than at 

pH=3 or neutral pH (Figure 8b). Retention measurements with glucose were not 

performed at further pH extremes (pH < 3 or pH > 11), since glucose 

degradation is expected [55] and in fact was observed at these extreme conditions. 
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a)           
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Figure 8: Permeate flux and glucose retention as a function of pH for TFC IP-UT 

 

3.4.3 Molecular weight cut-off measurements 

Figure 9a shows a sample cut-off analysis performed at neutral pH conditions, at a 

pressure of 10 bar, on a fresh TFC IP-UT membrane sample. MWCO determined 

at 90% rejection for different membrane samples is in the range of 220-240 g mol-

1. Figure 9a shows that synthesis grades of PEGs used in the feed solution 

comprise a broad molecular weight distribution which helps to construct a high 

resolution retention curve. For example PEG 200 encompasses oligomers ranging 
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from ~100 to ~400 g mol-1 with a significant peak at ~192 g mol-1 and ~238 g 

mol-1. Such polydispersed nature of PEGs has also been reported in a previous 

study [56].  

a) 
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c) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Neutral pH experiments for TFC IP-UT a) Sample MWCO calculation 

at 10 bar b) Effect of pressure on flux c) Effect of flux on molecular 

weight cut-off on based on PEG rejection 

 

Fig. 9b and 9c illustrate the effect of applied pressure on the flux and MWCO of 

the membranes. Up to a pressure of 15 bar a linear increase in flux with the 

applied pressure is observed (Fig. 9b). Within the limits of experimental error the 

MWCO also remains constant for these conditions (Fig. 9c). However, at a 

pressure of 20 bar a drop in flux and an increase in MWCO is observed. These 

trends were found to be completely reversible when the applied pressure was 

lowered again. Since no compaction effects were observed on these membranes 

during pure water flux measurements and NaCl retention experiments (Fig. 6a), 

this trend could be attributed to concentration polarization effects in the 

measuring cell due to an increased flux at higher trans-membrane pressures. To 

minimize concentration polarization, MWCO measurements with feed solutions 

of varying pH were performed at 10 bar with a stirrer speed of 500 rpm.  
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Figure 10: Permeate flux and MWCO (based on PEG molecules) as a function of 

pH at a constant transmembrane pressure of 10 bar 

 

Fig. 10 illustrates the effect of pH on the flux and MWCO of the membrane 

samples at a constant trans-membrane pressure of 10 bars. During these 

experiments the pH of the feed was adjusted using HNO3 for measurements in 

the acidic region and NaOH in the alkaline region. Similar to glucose retention 

results a higher MWCO (reduced retention) and reduced flux are observed in the 

alkaline region. The higher MWCO at high pH is not caused by defects in the 

membrane, since subsequent nanofiltration at neutral pH showed the same 

MWCO and flux as found at the same conditions prior to nanofiltration at high 

pH. The protocol developed in our previous work [18] enables us to evaluate the 

effect of pH on the membrane performance in a broader pH range than possible 

from glucose retention experiments.  
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3.4.4 Donnan Steric Partitioning Pore Model 

a)  
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Figure 11: Effect of pH on permeation performance a) Real Glucose rejection v/s 

flux (lines represent fit from DSPM model) b) Real PEG 200 rejection 

v/s Flux at neutral pH at ΔP=10 bar (solid line represents fit from the 

DSPM model) 

 

In order to relate the changes in performance to changes in the structural 

properties of the membranes, the Donnan Steric Partitioning Pore Model has 

been used. The validity of equation 20 was checked via NaCl retention 
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experiments at different stirrer speeds between 100 and 500 rpm. The 

experimentally determined k’ obtained on the basis of the slope of the plot of 

ln[(1-Robs)/ Robs] as function of J/ω0.567 of 4.4x10-6 m rad-0.567s-0.433 (±3%) is 

practically the same as k’ obtained from equation 21 (4.5x10-6 m rad-0.567s-0.433 

±3%). This justifies the use of equation 21 for the calculation of k’ for our 

permeation setup. To account for concentration polarization effects in the 

measuring cell, the observed rejection was converted to the real rejection using 

equation 20. Resulting real rejection values as a function of permeate flux, at the 

three pH conditions are shown in Fig. 11a. The continuous lines in Fig. 11a are 

fitted curves using DSPM and the resulting rp and Δx/Ak are obtained in neutral, 

acidic and alkaline environments, as illustrated in Fig. 12a. It should be noted that 

all the DSPM calculations presented in this work are based on the assumption of a 

homogenous solute velocity, i.e., using equations 7 and 8 [19, 30]. All calculations 

were also repeated assuming a parabolic solute velocity, i.e. using equations 9 and 

10 [19]. Both approaches revealed similar trends of rp versus pH for both glucose 

as well as PEG molecules, with slightly lower values for rp when a parabolic 

velocity profile was assumed. For example, for glucose retention at neutral 

conditions the value of rp determined assuming the parabolic velocity model is 

0.48 nm as compared to 0.52 nm when assuming a homogeneous solute velocity. 

The values of pore radius and the ratio of effective thickness and porosity are in 

the range of commercial nanofiltration membranes [24, 57] (e.g. For Desal-5DK rp 

= 0.42nm and Δx/Ak = 1.53μm [22]). Higher values of rp and Δx/Ak are 

observed in the alkaline region as compared to the neutral or acidic region (Fig. 

12a), which is synchronous with the lower rejection observed under alkaline 

conditions.  
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a)           
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Figure 12: Effect of pH on the pore size & thickness/porosity ratio a) rp and 

Δx/Ak (determined from full rejection data) as a function pH of the 

feed b) rp and Δx/Ak (determined using the limiting rejection 

approach) as a function pH of the feed 

 

Figure 11b shows the fit of the DSPM model on the real rejection of PEG 200 

under neutral conditions. The rejection of PEG 200 at varying flux values 

(different trans-membrane pressures) was derived from the corresponding peaks 

of the GPC chromatogram in the permeate, retentate and feed streams. Although 

the average molecular weight of PEG200 is quite close to glucose (MW~180 

g/mol), the DSPM fit of PEG200 reveals a slightly higher pore radius (~0.56 nm) 

as compared to glucose measurements (~0.52 nm) (Figure 12a). This might be 
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explained due to the presence of higher molecular weight solutes (PEG 600 and 

PEG 1500) in the feed solution that limit the diffusion of PEG 200 from the 

membrane surface to the bulk feed, which may have caused a small drop in the 

retention thus leading to a slightly increased effective pore radius rp. Another 

reason may be the relatively big difference in the Stokes radius for glucose and 

PEG 200 molecules used in the calculations (Figure 13). DSPM fits were not 

produced for PEG 600 and PEG 1500 molecules since the observed retentions 

for these molecules reach an asymptotic value of ~99% (Figure 9a). Figure 12b 

shows the rp and Δx/Ak trends as a function of pH calculated using the limiting 

rejection approach from the PEG 200 rejection data. At neutral pH the pore 

radius estimated using the limiting rejection approach (~0.57 nm) is very close to 

the full rejection approach (~0.56 nm) determined from rejection data obtained at 

a range of trans-membrane pressures. Similar to Figure 12a higher values of rp and 

Δx/Ak are observed in the alkaline region as compared to the neutral or acidic 

region (Figure 12b). 
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Figure 13: Stokes radius used in DSPM for PEGs [37] and glucose [19] as a 

function of the molecular weight 

 

Analysis of flux through the PAN support at neutral conditions revealed a 

permeance of 6.3x10-5 m s-1 bar -1 (±5%), which is ~30 times higher as compared 
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to the permeance of TFC IP-UT membrane (0.2 x10-5 m s-1 bar -1). Thus the 

resistance of the support can be considered negligible as compared to the 

resistance caused by the polyamide layer. Upon exposure of the PAN support 

with solutions of varying pH a small irreversible decrease in permeance to 5x10-5 

m s-1 bar -1 (±5%), was observed at pH 13. This reduction will only cause an 

insignificant change in the overall resistance provided by the TFC membrane. The 

decrease in permeance of the PAN support is irreversible, whereas reversible 

changes have been observed in the performance of the TFC IP-UT membranes as 

a function of pH. Consequently, it seems reasonable to assume that the changes in 

performance with varying pH originate predominantly from the polyamide layer.  

A probable explanation could be attributed to a change in the effective pore size 

of the membrane (because of the presence of a pore size distribution in the 

membrane) due to presence of ions in the feed solution [37, 58]. It has been 

shown for charged membrane surfaces that addition of certain ions in the feed 

reduces the membrane flux through the smaller pores to a greater extent than that 

through the larger pores [37]. A more pronounced zeta potential of the developed 

TFC IP-UT membranes in alkaline region (Figure 7) as compared to the neutral 

and acidic region implies that the membrane has a higher surface charge under 

alkaline conditions. It can be thus reasoned that in alkaline conditions the 

presence of Na+ and OH- ions reduces the overall flux through the membrane 

pores, causing a decrease in the effective membrane porosity (and thus increasing 

Δx/Ak in Figure 12a). Since the flux in the smaller pores is reduced to a larger 

extent than in the larger pores, the larger pores have a larger contribution to the 

overall permeate flux, thereby increasing the effective pore radius rp (Figure 12a). 

Since these larger pores have lower solute retention than the smaller pores a 

reduced retention (increased MWCO) is observed.  
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3.5 Conclusion 

TFC polyamide nanofiltration membranes have been fabricated on a 

polyacrylonitrile support via interfacial polymerization between piperazine in an 

aqueous phase and trimesoyl chloride in an organic phase. FTIR spectroscopy and 

SEM images confirmed the formation of a ~ 80-100 nm thin IP layer on the PAN 

support. Membrane characterization has revealed that the produced membranes 

show a NaCl retention similar to NF-270 and Desal-5DK, a permeance in 

between those of NF-270 and Desal-5DK and a slightly higher iso-electric point 

than NF-270 and Desal-5DK. The molecular weight cut-off of the membranes 

appeared to be practically constant in acidic and neutral conditions. At extremely 

alkaline conditions (pH>11) an increase in molecular weight cut-off and a 

reduction in membrane flux was found. The Donnan steric partitioning pore 

model (DSPM) suggests that the membrane has a higher effective average pore 

size and a greater effective thickness v/s porosity ratio in alkaline conditions as 

compared to the other pH conditions. A plausible explanation for this 

phenomenon can be attributed to an increase in the effective average pore size 

and a decrease in the membrane porosity under alkaline conditions. These changes 

in the membrane morphology and thus the performance could be crucial, and 

therefore must be taken into account while using the membranes in applications 

involving operation at extreme pH conditions.  
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Nomenclature 

A membrane surface area [m2] 

Ak porosity of the membrane  

As  cross section area of the streaming channel [m2] 

cb  average bulk retentate concentration [mol m-3]

ci concentration of component i in the membrane [mol m-3]

Ci,m concentration of component i on the feed side of the membrane [mol m-3]

Ci,p 

concentration of component i on the permeate side of the 

membrane [mol m-3] 

cpermeate average permeate concentration [mol m-3]

D∞  diffusivity of the solute [m2 s-1] 

Di,∞  bulk diffusivity of solute i [m2 s-1] 

Di,p hindered diffusivity [m2 s-1] 

dI/dP  slope of streaming current versus pressure [Ampere Pa-1]

F Faraday constant  [C mol-1]

G hydrodynamic enhanced lag coefficient  

J volume flux  [m3 m-2 s-1]

ji flux of component i  [mol m-2 s-1]

Jw/ΔP  pure water permeance [m s-1 kPa-1] 

k’  mass transfer constant [m rad-0.567s-0.433]

K-1  hydrodynamic enhanced drag coefficient  

Ki,c hindrance factor for convection  

Ki,d  hindrance factor for diffusion  

Ls  length of the streaming channel [m] 

Pem  Peclet number   

R universal gas constant [J mol-1 K-1]

r stirrer radius  [m] 

Rlim limiting rejection  

Robs  observed rejection   
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rp  effective pore radius  [m]  

Rreal real rejection   

rs  solute Stokes radius  [m]  

T absolute temperature [K] 

t the permeation time  [s] 

V  permeate volume  [m3] 

x distance normal to membrane [m] 

zi valence of component i  

Δx effective membrane thickness [m]  

ε  dielectric constant of the electrolyte  

ε0 vacuum permittivity  [F m-1]

ζ zeta potential  [V] 

η electrolyte dynamic viscosity [Pa s]

λ  ratio of solute to pore radius  

μ dynamic viscosity of solution [kPa s] 

ν solute velocity [m s-1]

υ kinematic viscosity of the solution [m2 s-1]. 

ψ electric potential in axial direction [V] 

ω stirring speed [rad s-1]

Ф steric partition term  
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ABSTRACT 

Several thin film composite nanofiltration membranes have been prepared by spin 

coating a sulfonated poly (ether ether ketone) solution on a polyethersulfone 

support, followed by thermal treatment. The most optimal developed 

nanofiltration membrane shows a clean water permeance of ~ 4.5 L m-2 h-1 bar-1 

and a molecular weight cut off (MWCO) of ~500 g mol-1. No irreversible changes 

in membrane performance have been observed after prolonged exposure (up to 

several weeks) of this membrane to solutions with a pH in the range 0-14. 

Compared to Desal-5-DK, the developed membrane displays a similar water 

permeance and a higher NaCl retention. In comparison to commercially available 

pH stable membranes, MPF-34 and NP030P, it reveals a higher water permeance. 

Permeance and MWCO analysis at varying pH indicates that charge effects induce 

reversible changes in the membrane materials properties. Especially at strongly 

alkaline conditions the developed membrane appears to be more open. 
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4.1 Introduction 

Currently nanofiltration (NF) is a topic of principal industrial interest [1], due to 

the attainable high retention of divalent salts and neutral molecules of low 

molecular weight (200 to 1000 g mol-1). The moderate stability of standard 

commercially available polymeric membranes limits their use to aqueous streams 

with a pH between 2 and 11 [2], thus excluding many potential industrial 

applications that involve more aggressive conditions [1]. Examples of applications 

that would benefit from nanofiltration operation at high pH conditions include 

the filtration and reuse of Cleaning In Place solutions in the dairy industry [3-5], 

the production of sodium sulfate crystals from mother liquor obtained from salt  

production [6], the treatment of effluents from the pulp and paper [7] and the 

textile industry [1], and the separation of hemicellulose from concentrated alkaline 

process liquors [2]. Applications involving very low pH conditions include the 

purification of acids [8, 9], the recovery of phosphorous from sewage sludge [10], 

the removal of metals like copper and gold from process streams with a high 

sulfuric acid concentration [11], and the removal of sulfate ions from effluents in 

the mining industry [12]. These lists are not exhaustive, implying a broad potential 

application landscape for pH-stable membranes. 

Sulfonated aromatic polymers, like sulfonated polysulfones [13, 14] and sulfonated 

poly (arylene ether sulfone)s [15], have excellent chlorine resistance and are 

reported as superior alternatives to standard reverse osmosis polyamide 

membranes. Various commercial pH stable membranes comprise top layers based 

on hydrophilized/sulfonated polyethersulfone (PES). Examples include NP010 / 

NP030 / NF-PES-10 from Microdyn-Nadir [16-18] (stable in pH 0-14) and NTR 

7450 from Hydranautics, Nitto Denko [18, 19] (stable in pH 2-14). However, 

most of these membranes suffer from a relatively low flux or fall in the 

nanofiltration membrane category with a relatively high MWCO.  

Sulfonated poly (ether ether ketone) (SPEEK) is also a sulfonated aromatic 

polymer and has been widely investigated for application as ion exchange 

membranes [20-33]. With the exception of a few cases [34-36], SPEEK is usually 

prepared by sulfonation of poly (ether ether ketone) (PEEK) in concentrated 
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sulfuric acid [20-33]. The sulfonation introduces many charged groups on the 

PEEK polymer, thus making the material more hydrophilic. Although a higher 

degree of sulfonation is desired for creating a higher charge density in SPEEK, the 

corresponding excessive swelling propensity results in a polymer with poorer 

mechanical, dimensional and morphological properties. Several studies have aimed 

at overcoming these drawbacks by crosslinking [37], either covalently [30-33] or 

physically via ionic bonding [24, 25]. Blending the acidic SPEEK with basic 

polymers such as polybenzimidazole [26, 29] and polysulfone bearing 

benzimidazole groups [27, 28], or incorporation of inorganic particles [22, 23] 

have also been reported to reduce the extent of swelling. All these approaches 

involve a small loss in functionality. Most of these techniques include thermal 

curing, which is known to increase the mechanical integrity of the SPEEK 

polymer network due to crosslinking by SO2 bridges [20].      

In the nanofiltration field researchers have blended polymers such as polysulfone 

[38-41], PES [42-44] and polyimides [45, 46] with SPEEK. The aim of such an 

approach is to enhance the charge density in the original polymer matrix, leading 

to improved separation performance.  Studies have demonstrated the applicability 

of SPEEK as a polyanion for the fabrication of high performance composite NF 

membranes via the layer-by-layer technique, which involves alternate deposition of 

oppositely charged polyelectrolytes [47, 48].  Ba et al. developed a neutrally 

charged NF membrane by coating SPEEK on a positively charged polyimide-

polyethyleneimine membrane with fouling resistant properties [49]. He et al. 

coated highly sulfonated SPEEK on PES hollow fibers without post curing or 

crosslinking for application in neutral conditions [50]. The MWCO of all these 

membranes were at least ~ 5000 g mol-1. These membranes consequently showed 

ultrafiltration (UF) instead of NF characteristics. 

In this work thin film composite (TFC) membranes for application in extreme pH 

conditions have been prepared by coating SPEEK on PES supports. The 

performance of these membranes has been compared to commercial 

nanofiltration membranes and their stability has been evaluated during long-term 

exposure to extreme pH conditions. Optimal fabrication parameters have been 
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searched for, with the upper limit of the curing temperature constrained by the 

polymeric UF supports. The benefits of using a known crosslinker, 

1,4-Benzenedimethanol [33, 51], have been evaluated. Variations in the membrane 

performance as a function of pH have been qualitatively correlated with changes 

in the membrane charge density. 

  

4.2 Experimental 

4.2.1 Chemicals and materials 

Poly (ether ether ketone) (PEEK) powder of the grade 450 PF was purchased 

from Vitrex plc. (United Kingdom). Concentrated sulfuric acid (95-98%, extra 

pure) and methanol were obtained from Merck (Germany). Anhydrous zinc 

chloride (ZnCl2) was acquired from Alfa Aesar (Germany). Analytical grade 

sodium nitrate (NaNO3), sodium azide (NaN3) and ethylene glycol (EG) and 

synthesis quality polyethylene glycol (PEG) with mean molecular weights of 200 g 

mol-1, 600 g mol-1 and 1500 g mol-1 were acquired from Merck (Germany). 

Analytical grade sodium chloride (NaCl) (used for salt retention experiments) was 

acquired from Arcos Organics (Belgium). Analytical grade potassium chloride 

(KCl) for zeta potential measurements and 1,4 Benzenedimethanol (≥97%) were 

obtained from Fluka (Germany). Standard volumetric solutions of 1 M 

hydrochloric acid (HCl), 0.1 M nitric acid (HNO3) and sodium hydroxide (NaOH) 

were purchased from Fluka (Germany). Ultrapure water from a Synergy water 

purification system (Millipore, USA) was used to prepare all solutions and for 

clean water flux experiments. 

4.2.2 Membrane preparation 

Sulfonated poly (ether ether ketone) (SPEEK) was prepared from its precursor 

PEEK 450 PF. Poly (ether ether ketone) polymer was first dried in a 30˚C vacuum 

oven for more than 24 hours. Sixty grams of PEEK was dissolved in 1 liter 

concentrated sulfuric acid and stirred at 25˚C for 185 hours to obtain the desired 
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sulfonation degree (SD) (Fig. 1). The polymer was then precipitated in ice water 

and washed until a pH 6-7 was obtained. After drying at room temperature the 

obtained SPEEK was dried in a 30˚C vacuum oven for at least 48 hours, to 

remove the residual water.  

 
 

Figure 1: Repeat unit of SPEEK with a SD=80% 

 

Dense SPEEK membranes were prepared via the solvent-evaporation method, 

and were used to determine the ion exchange capacity (IEC) of the prepared 

polymer via back titration [21]. SPEEK was dissolved in a concentration of 5 wt% 

in methanol and casted on a glass plate with a 0.5mm casting knife. The films were 

dried in a nitrogen atmosphere for 24 hours, and then placed overnight in a 30˚C 

vacuum oven to evaporate the residual methanol. Around 0.7 g membrane was 

immersed in 150 mL 1 M HCl for 24 hours to bring the membrane in the H+ 

form. The sample was then rinsed and soaked in ultrapure water in order to 

remove the sorbed HCl. Subsequently, the membrane was converted to the Na+ 

form by immersion in 150 ml 2M NaCl solution, followed by drying in a vacuum 

oven at 30˚C. The released amount of H+ ions in the NaCl solution was 

determined by titrating the solution with 0.1M NaOH. The IEC capacity [meq g-1] 

was calculated using equation 1  

v
IEC c

w
            (1) 

where v is the volume of NaOH [mL] needed to reach the equivalency point 

during titration. w is the weight of the dry membrane [g] and c is the molar 

concentration of NaOH solution [mmol mL-1] . The sulfonation degree SD was 

calculated using:  
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,

,1

w p

w f

M IEC
SD

M IEC



         (2) 

where Mw,p is the molecular weight [g mmol-1] of the non-functional polymer 

(PEEK) repeat unit and Mw,f is the molecular weight [g mmol-1] of the functional 

group (-SO3H). 

Composite membranes were prepared by spin-coating a SPEEK polymer dope on 

a support. A 5 wt% solution of SPEEK in methanol was prepared and filtered 

through a 0.45 μm filter. Crosslinker 1,4 benzenedimethanol was added to the 

solution in the molar ratio 3:1 (mol SPEEK repeat unit: mol benzenedimethanol). 

As a catalyst to the Friedel-Crafts reaction 1 wt % of ZnCl2 with respect to the dry 

weight of SPEEK was added to the solution. 

PES membranes UP020, having a nominal MWCO ~20 kg mol-1, acquired from 

Microdyn-Nadir GmbH (Germany) were used as supports. Preliminary 

investigations revealed that this support was more suitable for coating the SPEEK 

than UH030 (Microdyn-Nadir, Germany), PAN HV3 (GKSS, Germany), 

Polyethylene (PE Solsep, The Netherlands), and Polypropylene (PP IE R/P, 

Membrana GmbH, Germany). The polymer solution was spin-coated at 1000 rpm 

onto the support (7 cm x 7 cm) under nitrogen atmosphere and left spinning for 

~ 4 minutes. The TFC was then kept in a nitrogen flushed box to ensure 

complete solvent evaporation. After drying, the membranes were subjected to a 

curing (heat treatment) procedure using temperatures up to 150˚C in a nitrogen 

flushed oven, for 30 minutes up to 24 hours. Membranes were denoted UT-TT-tt 

with TT the curing temperature [˚C] and tt the curing time [hr] and uncured 

membranes were denoted UT-RT. For samples which were prepared without 

adding a crosslinker to the SPEEK dope (S) was added to the aforementioned 

nomenclature. 
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4.2.3 Surface Characterization 

Scanning electron microscopy 

Samples were prepared for Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) by freezing the 

TFCs in liquid nitrogen and subsequently breaking them. After drying under 

vacuum, samples were coated with platinum. Images were taken using JEOL JSM-

6000F scanning electron microscope. 

 

Zeta potential 

To avoid the need for surface conductivity corrections associated with streaming 

potential measurements, streaming current measurements were performed yielding 

the true zeta potential of the membrane material [52]. These measurements were 

performed using an electrokinetic analyzer SurPASS (Anton Paar, Graz, Austria), 

with an adjustable gap cell with a procedure described elsewhere [53, 54]. The zeta 

potential was calculated according to the equation: 

s

s

o A

L

dP

dI








        (3) 

where ζ is the zeta potential [V], dI/dP is the slope of streaming current versus 

pressure [Ampere Pa-1], η is the electrolyte dynamic viscosity [Pa s], ε0 is the 

vacuum permittivity [F m-1], ε is the dielectric constant of the electrolyte, Ls is the 

length of the streaming channel [m], and As is the cross section area of the 

streaming channel [m2]. 

 

Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy 

The chemical structures of the membranes were analyzed by Attenuated Total 

Reflection Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (ATR FT-IR) using an 
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ALPHA FT-IR Spectrometer (Bruker Optics Inc, Germany) which is equipped 

with an ATR diamond crystal. 

4.2.4 Permeation experiments 

Permeation experiments at different trans-membrane pressure (going from 7 to 30 

bar) were performed at room temperature in a dead-end filtration setup described 

in detail elsewhere [53, 54].  In brief, the setup was equipped with magnetic 

stirrers of radius 18.5 mm, which were set at constant rotation of 500 rpm and the 

effective membrane surface area was 13.86 cm2. For each experiment around 3 

liters of solution was used as feed. Care was taken that the solution concentration 

in the setup during permeation does not change by more than 15% of the original 

feed. All measurements were performed on at least three different membrane 

samples to ensure reproducibility (all error bars represent standard deviation from 

the mean). The pH of the feed solutions was adjusted using NaOH and HNO3 for 

respective conditions in the alkaline and acidic region. 

The permeance was calculated as the ratio of the flux over the trans-membrane 

pressure difference (Δp in [bar]):  

 
  
permeance 

J

p


V

Atp
        (4) 

where J is the permeate flux in [L m-2 hr-1], V is the permeate volume [L], A is the 

membrane area in [m2] and t is the permeation time [hr].  

The observed retention R was calculated from 

b permeate

b

c c
R

c


          (5)  

where cpermeate is the average permeate concentration and cb is the average bulk 

concentration inside the test cell over the total permeation time t, measured as in 

our previous work [53, 54] . 
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Salt retention  

Salt retention of the membranes was measured using an aqueous solution of 2 g L-

1 NaCl and 2 g L-1 Na2SO4. Compositions of the feed, collected permeate and 

retentate samples were analyzed by measuring the conductivity and temperature of 

the samples using a 340i conductivity meter (WTW, Germany). 

 

Molecular weight cut-off 

The MWCO of the membranes was evaluated with an aqueous solution 

containing a mixture of PEGs with mean molar masses 200 g mol-1, 600 g mol-1 

and 1500 g mol-1 (each fraction 1 g L-1). 0.2 g L-1 Ethylene glycol (EG) was used as 

a flow marker (internal standard). During MWCO determination the pH of the 

feed, collected permeate, and retentate samples was measured using a 340i pH 

meter (WTW, Germany). Compositions of feed, permeate and retentate were 

analyzed by gel permeation chromatography (GPC) and the MWCO was 

determined using the protocol developed in our previous work [18]. The NaNO3 

concentration of the mobile phase (eluent) of the GPC and the samples was 

adjusted to 0.05 M. To prevent bio fouling inside the GPC system NaN3 (0.05 g 

L-1) was added to both the eluent and the samples. 

 

Long term stability test 

The membranes were pre-swelled with ultrapure water in-situ in the permeation 

setup for around a week in order to achieve a steady state performance. The 

samples were exposed ex-situ to acidic and alkaline solutions at the respective pH.  

After exposure, the performance of the membrane samples was evaluated at 

neutral pH a pressure of 10 bar, via MWCO and NaCl retention experiments. 
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4.3 Results and Discussions 

The IEC of the dense SPEEK films, determined using equation 1, is between 2.28 

- 2.29 meq g-1, corresponding to a sulfonation degree of SD ~ 0.8 (80 %) based on 

equation 2.  

All TFC membranes prepared in this work showed considerable swelling and 

required approximately 6 days to reach a constant flux, implying that a steady state 

(Fig. 2) was reached. Hence all TFCs were pre-swelled under pressure at the 

appropriate pH until a steady state was recorded.  

 

 
Figure 2: Effect of membrane swelling during clean water flux experments on a 

few TFC samples 
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4.3.1 Effect of post treatment on permeance and MWCO at 

neutral pH 

a)           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Membane performance as a funtion of curing temperature (1 hour 

curing time).  Effect of curing temperature on a) Permeance b) MWCO 

at 10 bar trans-membrane pressure 
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a) 

 

 

b) 

 

 

c) 

 

 

Figure 4: Scanning eletron micrograph showing top layer thickness of a) UT-90-1a 

(2.2 μm) b) UT-90-1b (1.1 μm) and c) UT-90-1c (0.58 μm) 
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Table 1 : Effect of heat treatment on PES support membrane 

 Permeance 

L m-2 h-1 bar-1

MWCO NaCl ret. 

PES UP020 (original membrane) 130 (±15%) ~ 20 kDa - 

PES UP020 cured at 90˚C for 1 hr 124 (±5%) ~ 20 kDa - 

PES UP020 cured at 90˚C for 24 hrs 1.1 (±5%) 450 Da (±6%) 43 % (±3%)

PES UP020 cured at150˚C for 1 hr 0.2 (±20%) - - 

SPEEK TFC cured at 90˚C for 24 hrs 0.8 (±20%) 400 Da (±5%) 63 % (±3%)

SPEEK TFC cured 150˚C for 1 hr 0.2 (±15%) - - 

 

The effect of curing temperature (during membrane fabrication) on permeance 

and retention during MWCO experiments at neutral conditions is illustrated in 

Fig. 3. The trends in Fig. 3 indicate that post treatment via thermal curing leads to 

a reduced permeance and MWCO. As compared to thermally cured membranes, 

TFC membranes fabricated without thermal curing reveal a higher permeance (~ 

7.5 L m-2 h-1 bar-1), a higher MWCO of ~ 900 g mol-1 and a comparatively lower 

NaCl retention (~ 45%, not shown). Post-curing at 150˚C for one hour results in 

an extremely low permeance of 0.2 L m-2 h-1 bar-1. This is due to significant pore 

collapse in the ultrafiltration support membrane, as also observed for uncoated 

virgin support membranes exposed to these conditions (Table 1). Curing at 90˚C 

for 1 hour results in a MWCO of ~500 g mol-1 (at Δp =10 bar), comparable to for 

instance the commercial pH stable membranes NP010 / NP030 from Microdyn-

Nadir (MWCO 400-1000 g mol-1) [16, 55]. The variations in the permeance are 

due to differences in top layer thickness (UT-90-1a: 2.2 μm, UT-90-1b: 1.1 μm, 

and UT-90-1c: 0.58 μm, see Fig. 4), inherent to the capricious spin coating 

procedure. As expected, the permeance of UT-90-1a, b and c of 1.3 L m-2 h-1 bar-1, 

2.3 L m-2 h-1 bar-1 and 4.5 L m-2 h-1 bar-1 respectively, is approximately proportional 

to the thickness of the SPEEK top layer derived from SEM images. The small 
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deviation in the permeance versus thickness correlation may be caused by pore 

intrusion, which cannot be accurately quantified from the SEM images. All 

membranes reveal a similar MWCO (±15%), irrespective of the layer thickness of 

the dense layer, thereby suggesting a similar morphology for the different samples.  

1800 1600 1400 1200 1000 800 600

0

SPEEK with crosslinker@90C

SPEEK

 

Wavenumber [cm-1]

SPEEK with crosslinker@150C

 

Figure 5: Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy of TFC membranes 

 

Fig. 5 displays the infrared spectra of uncured SPEEK without crosslinker, and 

SPEEK with crosslinker subjected to 90˚C and 150˚C. The spectrum of the 

sample cured at 150˚C displays asymmetric vibrations from the sulfonate ester 

group (1360 cm-1 and 1165 cm-1) indicating crosslinking on at least a part of the 

sulfonated PEEK (Fig. 6). In the spectrum for the samples cured at 90˚C (either 

with or without crosslinker) the peaks associated with the sulfonate ester stretches 

are not visible, thereby explaining similar performance of these sets of membranes 

(see next paragraph).  
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Figure 6: Crosslinking reaction on a part of the sulfonated PEEK 

Fig. 7 shows the permeance and MWCO for membranes cured at 90 ˚C, for 

different curing times. The data show that longer curing times lead to lower 

permeance and MWCO. Although a very long post-curing time of 24 hours 

generates tighter TFC membranes (MWCO ~ 400 g mol-1), a significant pore 

collapse is observed in the UF supports at these conditions (Table 1), resulting in 

a significantly lower permeance. No striking differences are observed between the 

performance of TFC membranes cured at 90˚C with crosslinker (Fig. 7) and 

without crosslinker (Fig. 8). Also for membranes that are not thermally cured, 

addition or ommision of the crosslinker does not have a signigificant impact on 

performance (compare Fig. 7 and Fig. 8).  
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a)          
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Figure 7: Membrane performance as a function of curing time. Effect of curing 

time at 90˚C on a) Permeance b) MWCO at 10 bar trans-membrane 

pressure 
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a)          
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Figure 8: TFC SPEEK membranes without crosslinker post-cured at 90˚C a) 

Effect of curing time on permeance b) Effect of curing time on MWCO 

at 10 bar trans-membrane pressure 

 

These observations indicate that performance of the SPEEK based TFC NF 

membranes can be tuned in particular by the curing temperature and curing time, 

which are constrained by the UF support. Favorable performance is observed for 

membranes cured at 90˚C for one hour, conditions at which the addition of the 

crosslinker has no apparent effect. A study on the effects of covalent crosslinking 
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at higher temperatures on NF performance would require the use of UF supports 

with high thermal stability, and is beyond the scope of this paper.  

  

4.3.2 Salt retention during membrane characterization 

a)           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

b)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9: Flux and Salt retention of SPEEK based TFC membrane compared to 

commercial membranes 

Fig. 9 compares the flux and salt retention of developed UT-90-1c membranes 

(top layer thickness ~ 0.58 μ m) during nanofiltration of 2 g L-1 salt solutions with 
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commercial nanofiltration membranes [53].  The flux of UT-90-1c is comparable 

to polyamide based Desal-5-DK membrane, but is significantly higher than 

commercial pH stable tight NF membranes like MPF-34 (Koch). The developed 

membrane demonstrates a NaCl retention higher than polyamide based NF 

membranes (NF-270 and Desal-5-DK) and similar to MPF-34 (Fig. 9b). The 

divalent salt (Na2SO4) retention of the UT-90-1c is between 85-95% at 10 to 30 

bars transmembrane pressure difference. The highest salt retentions are recorded 

at the lowest applied pressure of 10 bar, at least for nanofiltration of the sodium 

sulfate solution. At higher pressures, the corresponding high fluxes may have to 

led to concentration polarization in the measuring cell, thereby causing a drop in 

the salt retention. 

  

4.3.3 Long term pH stability  

At neutral conditions the performance of these uncured membranes is stable for 

about 1 week of operation. Exposure to alkaline conditions results in an 

immediate extreme decline in the performance (permeance above 40 L m-2 h-1 bar-

1), indicating either exessive swelling or detoriation of the top layer. Fig. 10 

illustrates the pH stability of the three different sets of membranes cured at 90 ˚C 

for 1 hour (UT-90-1a, UT-90-1b & UT-90-1c), at extended exposure to solutions 

of different pH. From Fig. 10 it can be reasonably concluded that the membranes 

show no deterioration due to chemical attack during long-term exposure in the 

entire pH range from 0 - 14. The difference in permeance in the different 

membrane samples can be correlated to the SPEEK top layer thickness (Fig. 4). 

Fig. 10b illustrates the retention performance of the membranes at neutral pH, 

before and after exposure to acidic and alkaline solutions. The MWCO and NaCl 

retention ranges between 420-580 g mol-1 and 60 to 70% respectively for all three 

different sets of membranes (UT-90-1a, UT-90-1b & UT-90-1c).  The exposure to 

acid and alkaline conditions appears to lead to small but significant deviations in 

performance.  Performance evaluation after exposure to alkaline media indicates 

the membranes to be relatively open compared to measurements done after acid 
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exposure. Interestingly, the permeance during clean water flux experiments was 

~10-15 % lower than the permeance measured using 2 g L-1 NaCl solution (not 

shown). Thus the more open morphology may be due to the addition of Na+ to 

the membrane matrix and subsequent charge effects caused by the same. However 

these changes are completely reversible, suggesting no deterioration occurs via 

chemical attack. 
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Figure 10: Long term stability tests on membranes cured at 90˚C for 1 hour (UT-

90-1). Effect of exposure on a) Clean water Permeance and b) MWCO  

at 10 bar trans-membrane pressure 
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4.3.4   Molecular weight cut-off measurements as a function 

of pH 
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Figure 11: Sample MWCO of UT-90-1c at neutral pH at 10 bars 

 

Fig. 11 depicts the sieving curve of UT-90-1c at neutral pH conditions, revealing a 

MWCO a cut-off of around 500 g mol-1 (±15%). Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 illustrate the 

effect of pH on the flux and MWCO of UT-90-1c and UT-90-1c(S) membranes 

respectively. At alkaline conditions the membrane morphology for these 

membranes appears to be more open than at neutral and acid conditions, as 

reflected by the relatively high MWCO and flux at alkaline conditions. This is 

synchronous to performance behavior of membrane samples after ex-situ long 

term exposure (Fig. 10). The performance change under alkaline conditions 

recedes completely after the membrane is exposed to neutral or acidic feed 

solutions for 1 - 2 weeks. The more open morphology for the developed 

membranes in alkaline conditions has been observed for other membranes 

composed of a sulfonated polymer skin layer, for instance the NTR 7450 

(Hydranautics / Nitto Denko), as well [56].  
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Figure 12: Flux and MWCO of UT-90-1c as a function of pH at 10 bar trans-

membrane pressure 
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Figure 13: Permeation performance v/s pH of SPEEK membranes without 

crosslinker at 10 bars 

 

Earlier studies have shown that a change in the membrane charge density, such as 

caused by differences in pH of the solution subjected to nanofiltration and/or the 

presence of even small amounts of salt ions, can lead to a significant change in the 

membrane morphology and consequently retention characteristics for neutral 

components [53, 54, 56, 57]. These changes seem to be more pronounced when 
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both the membrane charge density and the ion concentration in the nanofiltration 

permeate are high [53, 54, 58], leading to reduced retentions for especially small 

neutral molecules. One of the explanations given for this phenomenon is that the 

high charge density and a high ion concentration results in a relatively more 

swollen membrane matrix [56-58].  
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Figure. 14: Zeta potential curves of the UF support and  SPEEK TFC membranes 

 

This explanation can be used to understand the effects observed in the current 

study as well. Fig. 14 shows that the zeta-potentials of the TFC membranes 

prepared in this work are strongly negative at neutral and alkaline conditions, and 

less negative at acidic conditions. The more negative zeta-potential at neutral and 

alkaline conditions indicates that for these conditions the charge effects will affect 

the separation characteristics of the membrane more than at acid conditions. 

Although the ion concentrations are similar at acidic and alkaline conditions, the 

membrane charge density is higher at alkaline conditions.  Thus, a more swollen 

membrane matrix is expected at high pH [56, 58] explaining the higher MWCO 

and flux at alkaline conditions as compared to acid conditions. For neutral and 

alkaline conditions the zeta-potential is similar. The observed differences in 

MWCO and flux for neutral and alkaline conditions can be explained from the 

very low concentration of charges at neutral pH conditions, moderating the 
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effects of charges on the flux of water and the retention of the neutral PEGs. In 

summary, at alkaline conditions the combination of the strongly negative zeta 

potential and high Na+ ion concentration seems to have resulted in a relatively 

more swollen matrix [56, 57] than at neutral and acidic conditions, resulting in a 

higher MWCO and flux. 
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4.4 Conclusions 

Thin Film Composite nanofiltration membranes prepared by coating SPEEK on 

PES supports reveal good stability against chemical attack in the entire pH range 

from 0-14. One of the most promising membranes developed demonstrates at 

neutral pH a molecular weight cut-off of ~ 500 g mol-1, characteristic of tight 

nanofiltration membranes, and a permeance similar to the commercial Desal-5-

DK membranes. An evaluation of the membrane fabrication parameters shows 

that post treatment via thermal curing is vital. Favorable nanofiltration 

performance is observed after curing at 90 ˚C for one hour, but membranes with 

different molecular weight cut-off and flux combinations can be obtained by 

changing curing conditions. Significant covalent crosslinking by 1,4 

benzenedimethanol at higher temperatures is prohibited by the limited thermal 

stability of the polymeric UF supports used in this work. Performance 

characterization at various pH reveals that developed membranes show a relatively 

open morphology at alkaline conditions as compared to neutral and acidic 

conditions. These changes in performance as a consequence of pH changes are 

reversible. The effects of pH are explained by changes in membrane matrix 

swelling caused by different interactions between the ions in the solution provided 

to the nanofiltration membrane and the resulting membrane charge density at 

different pH.   
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Hybrid nanocomposite materials combine the versatility of organic polymers with 

the superior thermo-mechanical properties of inorganic materials. Due to their 

unprecedented properties, hybrid materials have great potential in a variety of 

fields, in particular when the geometry of the material is, in one dimension, 

confined to the nanometer range. The application landscape of such ultra-thin 

films includes integrated optics for telecommunications,[1] hard coats or 

automotive finishes,[2] sensors,[3], light emitting diodes (LEDS),[4] membranes,[5, 6] 

coatings,[7] and a range of electronic or photonic devices.[8] Accordingly, there is a 

high demand for techniques allowing fabrication of ultra-thin (<100 nm) hybrid 

nanocomposite films, combining easy production of defect free large surface areas 

with homogeneous distribution of the inorganic and organic components on the 

sub-nanometer scale. Here, we report a method for the room temperature 

formation of hybrid polyhedral silsesquioxane-polyamide, in the form of self-

supporting or supported ultra-thin films. Our approach is based on interfacial 

polymerization of an amine-functional polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane with a 

trifunctional acid chloride. This method combines intrinsic local ordering of 

inorganic and organic constituents on the molecular scale with potentially infinite 

macroscopic dimensions of the film. 

Polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxanes (POSS) are three-dimensional molecular 

structures with the basic formula RnSinO1.5n, n=6,8,12, and represent the smallest 

available building blocks of silica (1 – 3 nm).[9] They consist of an inorganic cage 

of silicon atoms linked with oxygen atoms, externally decorated with a wide 

variety functional groups.[10] The functional groups include hydrogen, alkyl, alkene, 

alcohol, acid, amine, epoxy, and sulfonate. Each POSS molecule offers 6 - 12 of 

these external groups, providing an excellent platform for interactions with a 

polymeric host in the synthesis of advanced hybrid inorganic – organic 

composites.[11-13] Strong covalent interactions between POSS molecules and a 

polymer matrix enable one to form hybrid composites with superior properties, as 

compared to composites in which traditional inorganic fillers are simply dispersed 

in the polymer host matrix. [14-16]. Traditional fillers are generally poorly soluble 

and have to be dispersed carefully and homogenously in a polymer dope before 
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processing.[17] In contrast, POSS molecules dissolve readily in a variety of solvents 

containing the polymer, thereby allowing hybrid composites with substantially 

higher particle loading. Techniques for POSS based thin film fabrication include 

hot pressing,[18] solution casting,[19] dip-coating,[20] spin-coating,[21] electrostatic self 

assembly,[22] and the Langmuir-Blodgett technique.[23] We propose a distinct 

method based on the principle of interfacial polymerization. This approach allows 

fabrication of ultrathin (~100 nm) self-supporting or supported films with high 

loading of covalently linked POSS molecules, distributed homogeneously on a 

molecular level. Thin film formation and polymerization are combined in a single 

step by dissolving two monomers in two different non-miscible solvents.[24] Film 

formation occurs at the interface between these two solvents where the 

monomers react. Formation of the interfacial thin film separates the two reactants 

causing the reaction to be self-terminating, innately avoiding formation of thicker 

films. The process can be performed at near ambient temperature, boosting 

practical feasibility and avoiding possible side reactions or thermal degradation. 

The technique is well established for organic polymers for industrial and academic 

applications; a non-exhaustive list includes micro-encapsulation for a wide range 

of applications like controlled drug release,[25] biosensors and actuators[26], flame 

retardant systems,[27] catalyst isolation [28], composite membranes for nanofiltration 

and reverse osmosis,[29] nanofibers for sensors,[30, 31] nanoparticles,[32] 

superparamagnetic microspheres,[33] and electronically conductive polymers for 

fabrication of metal/conductive polymer junctions.[34] The advantages of adding 

an inorganic function to the organic layers has been demonstrated by 

incorporating various inorganic particles in the thin layer, e.g., zeolites,[5, 35, 36], 

titanium dioxide,[37] silver,[38] gold,[39] and silica[40]. In all these cases the inorganic 

nanoparticles are primarily physically dispersed fillers that do not participate in the 

polycondensation reaction [35, 36].  

In contrast, the functional groups on POSS molecules allow them to participate in 

the polycondensation reaction as one of the reactants. Sufficiently high POSS 

solubility is required to permit fabrication of a thin hybrid film, containing POSS 

molecules as primary building blocks. For a typical amine - acid chloride 
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polycondensation reaction, POSS molecules decorated with amine functional 

groups are insufficiently soluble to allow thin film formation. To resolve this, we 

propose a concept illustrated using a water soluble quaternary ammonium chloride 

salt functionalized POSS (POSS-NH3+Cl-) as the aqueous phase monomer, and 

trimesoyl chloride (TMC) as the organic phase (hexane) monomer. The chloride 

functionalized POSS is highly soluble in water, but does not react with an acid 

chloride. Via addition of sodium hydroxide (NaOH) or triethyl amine (TEA), the 

ammonium chloride groups are converted to primary amines, see scheme 1. The 

alkaline aqueous POSS solution is brought in contact with the TMC containing 

hexane phase. At the water / hexane interface the amine end groups of the POSS 

react with TMC via a polycondensation reaction, to form a POSS-polyamide 

hybrid network. 

 Film formation occurs at a liquid-liquid interface, inherently avoiding the 

complications associated with film detachment from a substrate, typical for 

coating techniques. The polycondensation reaction progresses when the film is 

removed from the inter-phase boundary, in principle allowing for continuous 

removal of a thin film with ever-growing lateral dimensions. The formed self-

supporting films are robust and flexible and have sufficient mechanical strength to 

be transferred onto a silicon wafer. The thickness of transferred films is typically 

~100 nm, as determined with spectroscopic ellipsometry. The thickness depends 

on the composition of the reactive formulations, in particular the pH, as will be 

discussed in more detail later. Flexible films removed from the liquid-liquid system 

have a propensity to fold. Prompt unfolding is observed upon re-submerging a 

folded film in water. The process of folding and unfolding can be repeated several 

times without causing apparent damage to the film, contrary to what can be 

expected for thin films of an entirely inorganic composition. Similar to the 

interpenetrating network based films of Vendamme et al.[41], flexibility of the films 

is sufficient to allow their repeated aspiration through a small orifice, without 

apparent damage to the film.  
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Scheme 1: Reaction mechanism showing formation of POSS-polyamide hybrid 

film 

The above concept can be extended to fabricate supported thin film 

nanocomposites. For this, a hydrophilic porous material is impregnated with the 

aqueous alkaline POSS solution. Subsequently, the soaked porous material is 

brought into contact with the TMC containing hexane, allowing for interfacial 

polymerization to occur. The result is a thin film formed on the porous support. 
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For illustration, in figure 1 a SEM image is displayed of a ~100 nm thin POSS 

derived film on top of an ultra-porous polyacrylonitrile (PAN) support. 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Scanning electron microscopy image of POSS-polyamide-PAN 

composite. 

 

 Incorporation of the POSS-NH3+Cl- into the hybrid polyamide network can be 

confirmed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Analysis of the fresh 

POSS-NH3+Cl- powder verifies the cage like structure of this molecule (see Table 

S.1 in supporting information). For the POSS-polyamide hybrid film, the C1s 

binding energy peak at 287.9 eV, N1s peak at 399.6 eV and O1s peak at 531.3 eV 

can be attributed to, respectively, C=O, NH-C=O, and O=C of the amide group 

(Figure 2). The slight shift of the NH3Cl peak in the N1s spectra of the POSS-

polyamide from 401 eV to 401.3 eV is probably due to conversion of NH3Cl to 

NH2 (step 1 of Scheme 1). The absence of any shift or additional binding energies 

in the Si2p peaks of the hybrid film suggests a similar Si-O-Si structure in the 

POSS monomer and the polymerized product. The ratio of the intensities of the 
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two O1s peaks, corresponding to Si-O-Si in POSS and O=C in TMC, indicates 

that 6 to 7 of the 8 functional groups of the POSS-NH3+Cl- contribute to 

polyamide linkages with TMC molecules. A similar analysis, based on the N1s 

spectra, reveals a comparable indication, within the limits of experimental error.   

 
Figure 2: XPS spectra of a POSS-polyamide hybrid film prepared at a pH of 8.7 

(pH modulated using NaOH) 

 

Properties of the ultra-thin POSS-polyamide hybrid films are significantly affected by 

the pH at which the reaction is performed. The effect of alkaline additives is 

illustrated by Attenuated Total Reflection Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy 

(ATR-FTIR) analysis (Figure 3). The spectra in figure 3 indicate that a minimum pH 

is required to allow film formation. For too low pH values the extent of conversion of 

POSS-NH3
+Cl- functional groups into cross-linkable primary amines is probably 

insufficient. Comprehensive investigations have confirmed that an alkaline pH 

modulated between 8 and 11 is vital for film formation during the IP process. In this 

pH range the conversion of ammonium chloride groups to primary amines is 
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adequate. In addition, the alkaline additives also act as acid acceptors, neutralizing the 

HCl produced during polycondensation reaction.[42-45] At pH values exceeding 11 film 

formation is hampered due to either hydrolysis of TMC, inhibiting the IP reaction[42, 

43, 46], or hydrolysis of the silsesquioxane cage under highly alkaline conditions.[47] 

The band at 2240 cm-1, present in all the ATR-FTIR spectra, represents the -C≡N 

stretching vibration from the underlying PAN ultra-porous support. The sharp bands 

1125 and 1040 cm-1 can be attributed to the Si-O-Si asymmetric stretching vibrations 

of polyhedral and ladder silsesquioxan structures, respectively.[48-50] With increasing 

pH the intensity of the peak at 1125 cm-1 decreases and that at 1040 cm-1 increases. 

This indicates that at mild pH conditions the hybrid film comprises mainly polyhedral 

silsesquioxans whereas under highly alkaline conditions a ladder silsesquioxane 

network structure emerges. 

 
Figure 3: FTIR spectra of the composite POSS-polyamide-PAN films as a 

function of aqueous phase pH.  
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The macroscopic integrity of the ultra-thin hybrid films becomes apparent from 

their substantial molecular selectivity in liquid permeation experiments, in which 

supported hybrid films were exposed to pressurized (10 bar) solutions of 

polyethylene glycols in water, and to solutions of polystyrene in toluene. The 

compositions of the feed and permeated solutions were analyzed with gel 

permeation chromatography. Figure 4 shows the extent of solute retention of a 

hybrid film fabricated at pH of 9.7±0.3, with a reaction time of 5 minutes. The 

molecular weight of molecules which are 90 % retained by the films is referred to 

as molecular weight cut off. Any molecule smaller than the MWCO can pass the 

film to a certain percentage. The lines shown in Figure x are obtained from a 

polydisperse polymer solutions of polyethylenglycol in water or polystyrene in 

toluene. For the aqueous solution the molecular weight cut off is ~200 g mol-1, for 

the toluene solution ~1000 g mol-1. The permeance of water and toluene is 0.3 

and 0.6 L.m-2.hr-1.bar-1 respectively. The high retention for small solute molecules 

proofs of a highly crosslinked polyamide network and the absence of surface 

defects. 
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Figure 4:  Molecular sieving characteristics of the Hybrid composite films 

 

The reaction conditions strongly affect the degree of crosslinking in the hybrid 

material, illustrated by the well known tradeoff between permeance and selectivity 
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in Figure 5.[51] The data indicate that a minimum reaction time of 5 minutes is 

required to achieve formation of a defect free film. The most pronounced 

correlation between trade-off and pH of the POSS solution is observed in the case 

of NaOH. The highest selectivity, combined with lowest permeance, is observed 

for a pH of 9.7±0.3, indicating that this pH facilitates a highly crosslinked hybrid 

network. For a pH of 10.7±0.3 the trade-off shifts towards lower selectivity and 

higher permeance. The high value of the pH probably results in hydrolysis of 

TMC or the polyamide bond,[42] and a consequent lower degree of cross-linking. 

At a pH of 8.7±0.3, lower conversion of the ammonium chloride groups 

decreases the extent of crosslinking. When TEA is added as a base the trade-off 

between permeance and selectivity is less pronounced. When the pH of the 

aqueous POSS solution is changed from mild to strong alkaline conditions, a 

reduction in the selectivity is observed, while the change in permeance is less 

pronounced. Different performance trends at similar pH could be attributed to a 

higher TEA diffusion rate relative to NaOH in the organic phase, causing a 

pronounced TEA induced TMC hydrolysis.   
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 Figure 5: Comparison of mass transport property with molecular separation 

performance of different membrane prepared at varying reaction 

conditions 
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In summary, a method is presented for preparation of ultrathin hybrid films by 

interfacial polycondensation of polyhedral oligomeric silsesquioxane with a 

trifunctional acid chloride. The reaction forces an intrinsic homogeneous 

distribution of inorganic and organic constituents on the molecular scale. 

Confinement of the reaction to a liquid-liquid inter-phase region allows facile 

preparation of self-supporting and supported hybrid films with virtually unlimited 

macroscopic dimensions. The thin films are robust and flexible, and exhibit 

molecular selectivity in liquid permeation experiments. The presented strategy for 

film formation can easily be extended to other organic reactants, and to 

silsesquioxanes decorated with a variety of functional groups. This allows 

development of a new generation of quasi 2-D hybrid macromolecular networks 

with amendable chain conformation, and tailored chemical affinity via appropriate 

choice of the silsesquioxane functional groups. 
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TABLE S.1: XPS analysis of POSS-polyamide hybrid film 
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Methods 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were taken using LEO-1550 

Schottky field emission scanning electron microscope (Carl–Zeiss, Germany). X-

ray photonelectron spectroscopy measurements were performed on Quantera 

SXM (scanning XPS microprobe) from Physical Electronics. A monochromatic Al 

Kα source (1486.6 eV) was used at a base pressure less than 10-8 torr. XPS peak 

positions were energy referenced to the C1s peak of aliphatic carbon at 284.8 eV. 

Attenuated Total Reflection Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy (ATR FT-

IR) was done using an ALPHA FT-IR Spectrometer (Bruker Optics Inc, 

Germany) which is equipped with an ATR diamond crystal. Permeation 

experiments performed at room temperature in a dead-end filtration setup 

described previously.[52, 53] The permeance was calculated as the ratio of the flux 

over the trans-membrane pressure difference (Δp in [bar]):  

 
  
permeance 

J

p


V

Atp
 

where J is the permeate flux in [L m-2 hr-1], V is the permeate volume [L], A is the 

membrane area in [m2] and t is the permeation time [hr].  

The observed retention R was calculated from 

b permeate

b

c c
R

c


  

where cpermeate is the average permeate concentration and cb is the average bulk 

concentration inside the test cell over the total permeation time t, measured as in 

our previous work.[52, 53]  
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6.1 Conclusions 

In Chapter 2 a new method based on Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) has 

been presented that allows molecular weight cut off (MWCO) analysis of 

nanofiltration (NF) membranes as a function of pH. It is elucidated that by 

appropriate modification of the ion content of GPC samples obtained at various 

pH, changes in membrane performance with respect to pH can be monitored 

quantitatively. The significance of the method has been illustrated by applying it to 

a commercially available NF membrane (NF-270, DOW FILMTEC™) in the pH 

range of 2-12. Reversible changes with respect to pH have been observed that 

could be related qualitatively to the ionic strength of the feed solution and the zeta 

potential curve of the membrane.  

Chapter 3 illustrates the effect of pH on the performance of in-house developed 

thin film composite (TFC) NF membranes. TFC polyamide NF membranes in 

this chapter have been fabricated on a polyacrylonitrile support via interfacial 

polymerization (IP) between piperazine and trimesoyl chloride. Effects of some 

fabrication parameters that were found to have a crucial effect on the membrane 

NF performance are discussed. Membranes prepared using the most optimal 

parameters showed NF performance comparable to commercially available, IP 

based, NF membranes like NF-270 (DOW FILMTEC™) and Desal-5DK. The 

MWCO of the developed membranes was determined in the pH range of 1-13 

using the method developed in Chapter 2.  The cut-off appeared to be practically 

constant in acidic and neutral conditions. At extremely alkaline conditions 

(pH > 11) an increase in MWCO and a reduction in membrane flux were 

observed. In order to relate the changes in performance to changes in the 

structural properties of the membranes, the Donnan steric partitioning pore 

model (DSPM) was applied to the permeation data. The model suggests that these 

membranes have a higher effective average pore size and a lower effective 

porosity in alkaline conditions as compared to the other pH conditions. These 

changes in the pore size and porosity are attributed to the higher surface charge 

and presence of Na+ and OH- in alkaline conditions.  
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Chapter 4 diverts from IP based membranes and explores the feasibility of 

sulfonated poly (ether ether ketone) (SPEEK) membranes in applications 

involving extreme pH conditions. Here TFC’s were prepared by spin coating 

SPEEK solutions on polyethersulfone (PES) supports, followed by appropriate 

thermal curing. The developed membranes revealed excellent stability in the entire 

pH range from 0- 14, even under prolonged exposure (up to several weeks). An 

evaluation of the membrane fabrication parameters shows that post treatment via 

thermal curing is vital. A set of membranes prepared using the most optimal 

fabrication conditions demonstrates at neutral pH a molecular weight cut-off of ~ 

500 g mol-1 and a divalent salt retention of 85-95%,  which is characteristic of tight 

nanofiltration membranes. The water permeance of this set is higher than 

commercially available pH stable membranes (MPF-34 and NP030P) and similar 

to Desal-5-DK, a commercial high performance IP based membrane. Permeance 

and MWCO analysis at varying pH indicates that charge effects induce reversible 

changes in the membrane properties. Especially at strongly alkaline conditions the 

developed membrane appears to be more open. These performance variations are 

explained by changes in membrane due to different interactions between the ions 

in the feed solutions and the resulting membrane charge density at different pH. 

Further in this chapter the possibility to crosslink the SPEEK network to develop 

even tighter NF membranes has been addressed. However covalent cross linking 

by the Friedel-Crafts route at higher temperatures was prohibited by the limited 

thermal stability of the polymeric ultrafiltration supports used in this work.  

Chapter 5 exploits the IP technique to create novel hybrid TFCs with Polyhedral 

oligomeric silsesquioxanes (POSS) as the primary building blocks. POSS cages 

have been linked together via the classical polycondensation chemistry widely used 

for IP polyamide membrane fabrication. The concept was illustrated using a water 

soluble quaternary ammonium chloride salt functionalized POSS (POSS-NH3+Cl-) 

as the aqueous phase monomer, and trimesoyl chloride (TMC) as the organic 

phase (hexane) monomer. The complete reaction synthesis was completed in a 

two steps. In the first step POSS-NH3+Cl- was converted to POSS-NH2 

(Octa(aminopropyl)silsesquioxane) via dilute alkaline solutions. In the second step 

the IP reaction was performed between POSS-NH2 in the aq. phase and TMC in 
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the organic (hexane) phase resulting in a thin film POSS-polyamide hybrid 

network. Both, free standing as well as substrate supported films could be 

obtained. In depth analysis to prove the chemistry was carried out via Fourier 

transform infrared spectrometry and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. The 

effect of fabrication parameters like the reaction time and the amount / type of 

base in the reaction mixture was evaluated by permeation experiments on the 

substrate supported films. The tightest hybrid matrix revealed a MWCO of 200 g 

mol-1 in polyethylene glycol - water system and 1000 g mol-1 in polystyrene – 

toluene system. 

 

6.2 Implications and future perspectives 

Several huge industries like the chlor alkali, paper and pulp and mining industries 

involve acidic and alkaline aqueous effluents where nanofiltration membranes are 

frequently applied. The molecular weight cut-off method developed in chapter 2 

allows in-situ characterization at conditions in which membranes are likely to be 

applied. In subsequent chapters (Chapter 3 and 4) it has been shown that the 

method is in fact applicable to a range of commercial to in-house made 

membranes. Reversible changes in the performance could be observed for many 

membranes with the help of this method, and could be correlated to variation in 

membrane morphology at different pH conditions. Such dependence of the 

membrane performance on pH of the feed solution could be crucial, and 

therefore must be taken into account while using the membranes in applications 

involving operation at extreme pH conditions. Such a tool can further aid 

development of new membranes for the above mentioned applications, since 

performance in the final application can easily be predicted via these simulated 

measurements. Moreover the application window of numerous presently available 

membranes can be broadened by using this method to determine how these 

would perform during extreme pH conditions.  

Well established theoretical models can make use of the performance data 

obtained from such an in-situ method to interpret the change in membrane 

performance as a function of pH. Chapter 2 demonstrates how the Donnan 
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Sterric Partitionaing Pore model (DSPM) can relate changes in flux and uncharged 

molecules retention to theoretical pore size and porosity at respective pH. Further 

study could benefit from use or development of advanced models that also 

incorporate the variation of surface charge during filtration with acidic or alkaline 

feeds.   

Fabrication of membranes via IP can be complicated by the surface properties and 

the broad pore size distribution of the ultrafiltration support membranes. A 

uniform impregnation of the aqueous phase monomer throughout the ultra-

porous surface is vital for defect free membrane fabrication, since these will be the 

sites where the organic phase monomer attaches to form the layer responsible for 

nanofiltration. The vacuum and surfactant SDS employed during membrane 

fabrication in chapter 3 ensures complete impregnation of large as well as small 

pores, thereby eliminating creation of any vacant sites that could cause these 

defects. Such approaches help to attain a very precise control on the IP fabrication 

procedure, making it more or less independent of the support membrane. Using 

the described procedure, investigation of completely different supports for the IP 

reaction could be performed, for e.g. the use of structured membranes (Figure 1) 

as supports which would provide a much higher surface to length ratio [1].  
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Figure 1 : Structured membranes fabricated via phase separation microfabrication 

a) Flat sheet configeration b) Hollow fiber configeration (fibers kindly 

obtained from Dr. P.Z. Çulfaz) c) IP layer on a structured support 

 

The use of vacuum in such supports could be vital since this would ensure a 

homogeneous layer in the ridges and valleys of the microscopic structure, since 

the valleys would normally tend to encompass a thicker aqueous phase layer on 

the membrane surface, as compared to the ridges. When IP is performed on this 

thicker aqueous phase layer  the resulting nanometer scale IP film will probably 
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not laminate directly on the support. A preliminary study of IP reaction on such 

supports also concluded that a relatively homogenous and defect free layer could 

be formed when vacuum was employed during fabrication.  

The IP process however is restricted by the fact that it requires two highly reactive 

monomers which have to be soluble individually in two immiscible phases. This 

limits the use of copiously available chemistry that could generate cross-linked 

polymer networks capable of substantial pH stability. This is probably the reason 

that although membranes fabricated via the IP process are available since 1980’s, 

all new “recipes” still revolve around the polyamide chemistry. Even though these 

IP based membranes have a proven good track record of performance in NF, and 

some improvements can still be made by altering the fabrication parameters, the 

pH stability of any polyamide is unlikely to exceed a value of 13 or 14. Thus for 

applications involving harsher alkaline conditions, completely new materials that 

are inert to hydrolysis should be sought. Sulfonated polymers which have 

established significant utility as membranes for fuel cells [2] and electrodialysis [3] 

applications could become excellent alternatives to traditional polyamides in NF. 

Such materials can simply be coated on suitable substrates to generate high 

performance TFC membranes. Although this concept is proved on SPEEK based 

TFCs (Chapter 4) which show sufficient permeance compared to polyamides, 

there is still room for improvement in retention characteristics, by for e.g. 

crosslinking the SPEEK layer. However a crosslinking approach, such as the one 

addressed in Chapter 4, requires thermal curing at high temperatures. Accordingly 

thermal stable substrates such as inorganic membranes could be thought as 

suitable support membranes for such processing. Inorganic membranes with high 

porosity but low pore size such as γ-alumina membranes coated on α-alumina 

supports (Figure 2) could be suitable alternatives to the polyethersulfone 

membranes used in Chapter 4.  
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Figure 2: Thermal stable supports: highly porous γ-alumina coated on α-alumina 

supports  

 

Alternatively SPEEK could be prepared by direct polymerization of sulfonated 

monomers instead of the traditional post sulfonation route [4]. Such a process 

would give different polymer matrix that is devoid of problems side reactions or 

molecular weight degradation which would help in improving the retention as well 

as flux. In addition such synthesis also allows incorporation of photo-initiator 

groups in the monomers before SPEEK formation that allows crosslinking of the 

final matrix via mild conditions like UV irradiation [5]. Further optimization of the 

polymer matrix to enhance the NF performance could also be achieved using a 

variety of techniques like blending SPEEK with non sulfonated polymers [6, 7] or 

inorganic particles [8, 9]. Thus after the proof of principle demonstrated in 

Chapter 4, all the above mentioned sulfonated polymer systems could become 

potential candidates for pH stable NF applications.  

The technique of IP on the other hand can be utilized to explore options to 

fabricate novel thin layers with new monomers. The concept illustrated in chapter 

5 unlocks one such possibility, by fabrication of a hybrid layer comprising of 

inorganic cage like materials (POSS) linked together via amide bonds. Studies have 

already demonstrated advantages of incorporating particles like zeolite [10-12], 

titanium dioxide [13], silver [14], gold [15], silica [16] etc. within thin IP layer. 

However in all these cases the inorganic nanoparticles are primarily inert fillers 

which do not participate in IP reaction, but are just physically dispersed within the 

matrix. Consequently the problem of leaking via interstitial voids cannot be 

γ-alumina 

α-alumina 
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completely ruled out [10, 11]. Thus connecting functionalized inorganic POSS 

molecules via polyamide linkages by IP could be a suitable solution to fill up 

possible interstitial voids or defects. Such hybrid films could have remarkably 

different properties compared to pure polyamide films prepared via IP. Pure 

polyamide films result in hydrophilic surfaces and thereby primarily used in 

aqueous applications. Hybrid films prepared via the same technique encompass 

hydrophobic hard segments (POSS), and consequently allow permeation of even 

hydrophobic solvents such as toluene. Further the charge behavior of the hybrid 

films also seems to be considerably unusual. Figure 3 shows that the isolectric 

point of one the POSS-polyamide films are significantly higher as compared to 

other polyamide films, possibly due a few of the unreacted NH3+ groups still 

present on the T8 POSS structure. Presumably if all the NH3+ groups are 

converted to NH2 the IEP would shift to a lower value close the standard 

polyamides. Nevertheless this extra degree of freedom to modify the surface 

charge could be utilized for different applications for e.g. retention of positively 

charged anions.  
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Figure 3: Zeta potential curves of POSS-polyamide compared to standard 

polyamide membranes 
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The basic concept illustrated in chapter 5 could be extended to a variety of widely 

available POSS molecules and different crosslinkers (depending on functional 

groups on POSS). Thus a complete new range of hybrid free standing or substrate 

supported films could be developed for a variety of applications even beyond 

membrane technology. Use of such hybrid films in microelectromechanical 

devices in the form of sensors or actuators, coatings in the automobile industry or 

microencapsulation for drug delivery could become directions for future research.  
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Summary 
The research presented in this thesis focuses on development and performance 

evaluation of thin film composite (TFC) nanofiltration (NF) membranes, with 

special attention to extreme pH applications.  

Chapter 1 gives a general introduction to the topic, highlighting a list of 

applications that can benefit from development and performance evaluation of 

pH stable membranes. The different fabrication methods that are exploited in this 

work for fabrication of TFC membranes are introduced, including their respective 

adjustable parameters. 

In Chapter 2 a new method that allows molecular weight cut off (MWCO) 

characterization of NF membranes as a function of pH is presented. It is 

elucidated that by appropriate modification of the ion content of GPC samples 

obtained at various pH, changes in membrane performance with respect to pH 

can be monitored quantitatively. Performance evaluation of a well-known 

commercial NF membrane (NF-270, Dow Filmtec™) via this method reveals 

reversible changes with respect to pH, signifying the relevance of performance 

characterization at the relevant conditions. The developed method is thus also 

used in the following chapters for characterization of in-house developed NF 

membranes.  

In Chapter 3 the above mentioned method illustrates the effect of pH on the 

performance of in-house developed polyamide TFC NF membranes, fabricated 

via the interfacial polymerization (IP) route. Following an investigation of optimal 

fabrication parameters the performance of the developed membranes has been 

compared to commercial NF membranes currently used in the industry. Using the 

Donnan steric partitioning pore model, the pH induced performance changes 

have been correlated to morphological changes in the membrane matrix, i.e., 

changes in the effective average pore size and effective porosity of the membrane.  

TFC’s presented in Chapter 4 were prepared by spin coating sulfonated poly 

(ether ether ketone) (SPEEK) solutions on ultraporous polyethersulfone (PES) 

supports. The optimal fabrication parameters required for obtaining stable 

membranes were determined and the resulting performance was benchmarked 
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against several commercial NF membranes. Additionally in this chapter a 

technique to crosslink SPEEK to enhance membrane retention is briefly 

addressed. The developed membranes reveal excellent stability in the entire pH 

range from 0-14, even under prolonged exposure (up to several weeks). 

Permeance and MWCO analysis at varying pH (via method of Chapter 1) indicate 

that charge effects induce reversible changes in the membrane properties.  

In Chapter 5 novel hybrid TFC membranes containing Polyhedral oligomeric 

silsesquioxanes (POSS) are presented. Inorganic POSS cages have been linked 

together via the classical polycondensation chemistry widely used for IP 

polyamide membrane fabrication. Both, free standing as well as substrate 

supported films could be obtained. In depth analysis to confirm the chemistry was 

carried out via Fourier transform infrared spectrometry and X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy. NF permeation experiments were performed on the substrate 

supported films and the effect of some important fabrication parameters are 

discussed.  
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Samenvatting 
Het onderzoek in dit proefschrift richt zich op de ontwikkeling en evaluatie van 

de prestaties van dunne film composiet (TFC) nanofiltratie (NF) membranen, met 

speciale aandacht voor toepassingen bij extreme pH. 

Hoofdstuk 1 geeft een algemene inleiding op het onderwerp. Een aantal 

toepassingen wordt geïntroduceerd waarvoor pH stabiele membranen van grote 

toegevoegde waarde zouden zijn. Verschillende fabricagemethodes, geselecteerd 

voor de vervaardiging van TFC membranen, worden geïntroduceerd. Het effect 

van de instelbare parameters wordt besproken. 

In Hoofdstuk 2 wordt een nieuwe methode gepresenteerd die het mogelijk maakt 

om de bepaling van de moleculaire gewicht afsnede (MWCO) van NF membranen 

als functie van de pH uit te voeren. Bij de methode worden de iongehaltes van het 

eluent en geneutraliseerde GPC monsters op elkaar afgestemd. Met de methode 

kunnen veranderingen in membraanprestaties als functie van de pH kwantitatief 

worden bepaald. Evaluatie van de prestaties van een bekend commercieel 

verkrijgbaar membraan (NF-270, Dow FilmtecTM) als functie van de pH laat 

omkeerbare veranderingen zien. Dit benadrukt de relevantie van de prestatie-

evaluatie onder relevante condities. De ontwikkelde methode wordt gebruikt in de 

volgende hoofdstukken voor de karakterisering van de in die hoofdstukken 

ontwikkelde membranen. 

In Hoofdstuk 3 illustreert de bovenstaande methode het effect van de pH op de 

ontwikkelde polyamide TFC-NF membranen die middels grensvlakpolymerisatie 

(IP) zijn gemaakt. Na het in kaart brengen van de optimale fabricageparameters 

zijn de prestaties van de ontwikkelde membranen vergeleken met industrieel 

toegepaste commercieel verkrijgbare NF membranen. Middels het Donnan 

sterische verdelingsmodel zijn de door de pH geïnduceerde prestatieveranderingen 

gecorreleerd aan de morfologische veranderingen in de matrix, d.w.z. 

veranderingen in de effectieve poriegrootte en effectieve porositeit van het 

membraan. 

De TFC’s gepresenteerd in Hoofdstuk 4 werden gemaakt door middel van spin-

coating van gesulfoneerd poly (ether ether keton) (SPEEK) oplossingen op ultra-
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poreuze polyethersulfon (PES) steunlagen. De geoptimaliseerde 

fabricageparameters, benodigd om stabiele membranen te verkrijgen, zijn bepaald. 

De resulterende membraanprestaties zijn afgezet tegen verschillende commercieel 

verkrijgbare NF membranen. Daarnaast wordt in dit hoofdstuk een techniek 

aangestipt om SPEEK te cross-linken. De ontwikkelde membranen laten een 

uitmuntende stabiliteit zien in het volledige pH bereik van 0-14, zelfs onder 

langdurige blootstelling (tot enkele weken). De permeatie en MWCO analyse bij 

variërende pH (via de methode van Hoofdstuk 1) geven aan dat ladingseffecten 

omkeerbare veranderingen in membraaneigenschappen veroorzaken. 

In Hoofdstuk 5 worden nieuw ontwikkelde hybride TFC membranen met 

polyhedrale oligomere silsesquioxanen (POSS) gepresenteerd. Anorganische POSS 

kooien werden aan elkaar verbonden via klassieke polycondensatiechemie die 

breed verbreid gebruikt wordt voor IP polyamide membraanbereiding. Zowel 

vrijstaande als substraat-ondersteunde films konden worden verkregen. 

Diepgaande analyse om de chemie te bevestigen werd uitgevoerd via Fourier 

getransformeerde infrarood-spectroscopie en Röntgen fotoelectron-spectroscopie. 

NF permeatie-experimenten werden uitgevoerd op de substraat gedragen films en 

het effect van enkele belangrijke fabricageparameters wordt bediscussieerd. 
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